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Christ Michael Aton, I'm asking for comments on anger and blame and seeking perfection. These
topics have raised questions with me and I feel both should be addressed.
Jess, I am here with you. These both are dissimilar but connected topics, as you view them. I
speak of perfection, but I understand that man is not capable of that state. I ask for as much
completion as possible and as much resolution. Man's sense of balance and accomplishment is
tied in with his sense of achieving a goal or finding a solution. He doesn't sense equilibrium unless
he has no more tasks that are incomplete.
I seek the best resolution possible for ongoing situations that man has started. These are
complicated by steps Gaia must take to move ahead with her ascension to a new level of
vibration. We are coordinating various levels of energy that each requires a separate field of
operation. The energy of Earth that you view with anticipation of disasters is one complicated
level. The winding down of struggles in other fields like banking or military control have still a
strong energy pattern that must have closure. Man's attempts to keep these initiatives going are
preventing a peaceful dying down of the energy arc. His last minute attempts to keep control have
continued this sequence beyond the limit of what should have been a natural ending. Any possible
option is tried with little regard for the peripheral consequences.
I am working from a time frame determined by galactic and cosmic changes that have been
planned by Source and his agents in Orvonton. I am privy to the choices, and my determinations
are colored by these others at a higher level. I am the supreme creator and judge for my universe
of Nebadon, but my position is, none the less, in coordination with the decisions of my overseers. I
have my own free will in choices for my universe, but even they must be in alignment with
directives from Havona and the Paradise Isle.
Let's continue with the questions you asked yourself. What is anger? What is blame? How is this
manifested, and who is to determine what authority makes judgment?
Anger is a reaction based on memories and experiences. It is an emotional creation that
shifts responsibility to someone or something else. Unhappiness or frustration seeks a
cause, and man is programmed at this point to assume the source of discomfort or
imbalance is external.
All reactions are built around internal decisions. An outside source does not choose an individual
response. A situation is analyzed and placed in a category made up of preconceptions and
opinions. These categories trigger emotional responses, which then trigger actions or reactions.
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An individual perceives a situation, determines the extent of interaction with personal balance,
evaluates the extent of this disruption based on past experiences, ranks it, and begins to define it
with emotional reactions. These emotional reactions range from anger to helplessness. Based on
these emotional colorings, an individual gives up personal control to the perceived threat. The
reactions may be an attack or surrender. The blame is put on the outside cause, and the anger or
feeling of weakness is viewed as a justified defense.
In each situation the cause of the feelings is the individual, not the outside source. When a person
maintains spiritual balance, the perception of discomfort is viewed as an assessment of personal
context that needs a different focus. Something internal needs to be examined and resolved to
prevent this sense of imbalance. Why is the external situation causing a sense of threat or
weakness? What preconception triggers this reaction? What caused this preconception in the first
place? What experience could have been handled differently and resolved with more peace?
Once this core issue is realized, an individual can release the negative energy by asking for
alignment with my truth and light. When this core issue is released and cleaned, the emotional
baggage disappears. The outside disturbance no longer takes away personal power and triggers
an emotional habit in defense.
Much is happening in your outside world-or at least it seems that way, based on the information
your senses are able to provide. Perceptions are colored by the perceptions of others, and
described in terms that have been determined by the observers as red flags to set off
preconditioned emotional routines. It is impossible for man to free himself from these emotional
manipulations, even though he tries to remain balanced.
My advice is to examine before you react. Look at the source of the information, analyze the
description, maintain a sense of perspective on reactions it may cause in others, and explore your
own emotional feelings before you rush into action or surrender your resistance. Ask for balance
and alignment to know what steps to take. Don't automatically fall into reactions that are
preconditioned or set up by the information itself.
I am in charge of what is going on, not the powers of the dark, or the voices telling you how
to think or react. Political unrest and natural disasters are just experiences, not events that will
cause me to lose control of my creation. I am not allowing the destruction of anything that will
be necessary for man to ascend with Earth. This is a given. This has already been decided,
and all the so-called threats you see are only generating fear to tap into instilled habits that
prevent you finding spiritual balance and alignment with me. Focus on me and ignore what is
trying to create anger or blame. Resolve your personal issues and move towards
perfection.
Christ Michael Aton

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1473641
United States
7/20/2011 1:28 PM
cm,
i have such turmoil over what i am reading on some threads. i have found the church to be
hypocritical and the bible seems to be full of twisted translations not to mention just some peoples
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opinions. I know You. I know God. Am i being sinful when i say i don't need the bible or the church
to tell me how You wish for me to act? I love people and enjoy making others happy, or smile, or
just making life a little easier for someone. I love to plant things and being with the great outdoors.
i love watching animals and birds and water flowing over the rocks. I always wish for suffering to
end and that the world can finally live in peace...is that, not what i am suppose to feel? I love to
help others whenever i can...it brings me joy. why do people feel the need to force scipture...when
if i wanted to read the bible i could pick it up myself? i don't feel that it is wrong to go with my heart.
I pray the Creator knows what my intentions are. i was searching for another of your threads and
found this one. Just thought i'd try to reach out.

andyjax
User ID: 1397230
United States
7/20/2011 2:20 PM
cm,
i have such turmoil over what i am reading on some threads. i have found the church to be
hypocritical and the bible seems to be full of twisted translations not to mention just some peoples
opinions. I know You. I know God. Am i being sinful when i say i don't need the bible or the church
to tell me how You wish for me to act? I love people and enjoy making others happy, or smile, or
just making life a little easier for someone. I love to plant things and being with the great outdoors.
i love watching animals and birds and water flowing over the rocks. I always wish for suffering to
end and that the world can finally live in peace...is that, not what i am suppose to feel? I love to
help others whenever i can...it brings me joy. why do people feel the need to force scipture...when
if i wanted to read the bible i could pick it up myself? i don't feel that it is wrong to go with my heart.
I pray the Creator knows what my intentions are. i was searching for another of your threads and
found this one. Just thought i'd try to reach out.

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1473641

do you understand who CM or Christ Micheal is?
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 721094
United States
7/20/2011 2:32 PM

cm,
i have such turmoil over what i am reading on some threads. i have found the church to be
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hypocritical and the bible seems to be full of twisted translations not to mention just some peoples
opinions. I know You. I know God. Am i being sinful when i say i don't need the bible or the church
to tell me how You wish for me to act? I love people and enjoy making others happy, or smile, or
just making life a little easier for someone. I love to plant things and being with the great outdoors.
i love watching animals and birds and water flowing over the rocks. I always wish for suffering to
end and that the world can finally live in peace...is that, not what i am suppose to feel? I love to
help others whenever i can...it brings me joy. why do people feel the need to force scipture...when
if i wanted to read the bible i could pick it up myself? i don't feel that it is wrong to go with my heart.
I pray the Creator knows what my intentions are. i was searching for another of your threads and
found this one. Just thought i'd try to reach out.

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1473641

I would say you are spirit filled and have no problem. Christ Michael never started the churches.
Paul did for the most part, although early gatherings were and still are appropriate, for there in is
found great power. There is never a requirement to read anything. Or go to church. You must
follow your heart and God within and it certainly appears you do so! By the way, I read him your
message just now! It was so enjoyed by him.
REach out when in quiet mind and touch him! If you are a Nebadon soul, he is your creator! You
might enjoy the last 1/3 of the Urantia Book about his bestowal here 2000 years ago.

Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 7/20/2011 2:36 PM
Love is the highest motivation which man may utilize in his universe ascent. Love is the
desire to do good to others-Urantia Book
Moral acts are those human performances which are characterized by the highest intelligence,
directed by selective discrimination in the choice of superior ends as well as in the selection of
moral means to attain these ends. Such conduct is virtuous. Supreme virtue, then, is
wholeheartedly to choose to do the will of the Father in heaven. UB
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Fresh Revelation for this age found in The Urantia Book, The Phoenix Journals, The Course in
Miracles (the 365 lessons, NOT the URTEXT which is FULL of BLING and otherwise google
Candace Frieze. Also visit [link to www.wisdomoftherays.com] , Dolores Cannon, and
Conversations with God, in which the main God giving the material is Buddha.
We must build a new SANE world, ONE THAT DOES NOT USE MONEY, for the reason money is
the root of all evil, is that it Enslaves the SOUL. Be about watching Aaron Russo's From Freedom
to Fascism.
Seeking Visionaries,who can and will create the many messianic missions needed to heal Earth
and her peoples, and bring balance. Seeking those who Know their truth, ( as they listen to Their
Father Fragment) and will strive earnestly to stand in that truth 100% of the time, making every
moment of everyday, a Holy Event. TWO OR MORE IN MY NAME. There is no special Day for
God. Forget your Sabbath Days. Every Day is the Lord's Day.
Andyjax
Offer Upgrade
User ID: 1397230
United States
7/20/2011 2:45 PM
You are awesome NIP, timing is impeccable. I wanted to see where he stood in concern with CM
and then I was going to lead him your way to your created PDFs which are great for the wisdom it
contains. I was being hesitant on how to approach but I see straight forward is much better. I hope
OP is ok with this.
Shield
User ID: 1470364
United States
7/20/2011 3:26 PM
Thanks to both of you.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1473641
United States
7/20/2011 3:28 PM
You are awesome NIP, timing is impeccable. I wanted to see where he stood in concern with CM
and then I was going to lead him your way to your created PDFs which are great for the wisdom it
contains. I was being hesitant on how to approach but I see straight forward is much better. I hope
OP is ok with this.
Quoting: Andyjax

I didn't have the feeling that I was doing something wrong but it seems there are alot out there who
do. Mostly biblical or religious 'scholars' . It also seems that those who force scripture and get
angry when others disagree are not as 'scholarly' as they think. I can only continue as I have been
and pray we can get the peace and harmony we so desire! Thank you for your words nip...I have
had some doubts about your threads also but I guess you need to take different 'approaches' with
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different people. Thanks again tho!

Shield
User ID: 1470364
United States
7/20/2011 3:36 PM
This was a very timely message for me. I hope
others will take time to read and reflect on it.
deze ja
User ID: 1475100
Netherlands
7/20/2011 3:39 PM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26jKtELitQE&feature=player_embedded
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1444676
United States
7/20/2011 3:44 PM
What a crock of shit.
SnakeAirlines
Offer Upgrade
User ID: 780016
United States
7/20/2011 3:45 PM

What a crock of shit.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1444676

Lots of sad people out there, eh?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1473641
United States
7/20/2011 3:49 PM
What a crock of shit.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1444676
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Lots of sad people out there, eh?
Quoting: SnakeAirlines

Peace and love to you all!

Andyjax
Offer Upgrade
User ID: 1448565
United States
7/20/2011 7:42 PM
You are awesome NIP, timing is impeccable. I wanted to see where he stood in concern with CM
and then I was going to lead him your way to your created PDFs which are great for the wisdom it
contains. I was being hesitant on how to approach but I see straight forward is much better. I hope
OP is ok with this.
Quoting: Andyjax

I didn't have the feeling that I was doing something wrong but it seems there are alot out there who
do. Mostly biblical or religious 'scholars' . It also seems that those who force scripture and get
angry when others disagree are not as 'scholarly' as they think. I can only continue as I have been
and pray we can get the peace and harmony we so desire! Thank you for your words nip...I have
had some doubts about your threads also but I guess you need to take different 'approaches' with
different people. Thanks again tho!

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1473641

you were not doing anything wrong. i must apologize in using the male reference. dont know if you
are he or she, but that doesn't matter. your choice of words show someone with a good heart. My
instinct tells me you are on the right track. I do not know NIP personally but i have read alot of her
postings and i believe and trust in her words but ultimately it is your choice(free will) to believe or
not. There is alot of material out there and much discernment must be used. listen to your heart
and it will not lead you astray. I am on this journey of awakening, I just hope its not too late. The
programming that must be overcome is nonstop.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1473641
United States
7/20/2011 8:03 PM
You are awesome NIP, timing is impeccable. I wanted to see where he stood in concern with CM
and then I was going to lead him your way to your created PDFs which are great for the wisdom it
contains. I was being hesitant on how to approach but I see straight forward is much better. I hope
OP is ok with this.
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Quoting: Andyjax

I didn't have the feeling that I was doing something wrong but it seems there are alot out there who
do. Mostly biblical or religious 'scholars' . It also seems that those who force scripture and get
angry when others disagree are not as 'scholarly' as they think. I can only continue as I have been
and pray we can get the peace and harmony we so desire! Thank you for your words nip...I have
had some doubts about your threads also but I guess you need to take different 'approaches' with
different people. Thanks again tho!

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1473641

you were not doing anything wrong. i must apologize in using the male reference. dont know if you
are he or she, but that doesn't matter. your choice of words show someone with a good heart. My
instinct tells me you are on the right track. I do not know NIP personally but i have read alot of her
postings and i believe and trust in her words but ultimately it is your choice(free will) to believe or
not. There is alot of material out there and much discernment must be used. listen to your heart
and it will not lead you astray. I am on this journey of awakening, I just hope its not too late. The
programming that must be overcome is nonstop.
Quoting: Andyjax

No apology neccessary. I just thought I might be doing something wrong by telling people how I
feel. This is how I communicate with my Creator//Christ. I feel His love when I am in the sunshine
and nature is living freely all around me. I feel His love when I help someone who doesn't expect it
or even someone who does. Maybe I haven't learned enough yet and I pray I will if that is what is
suppose to be! Thanks for the kind words from you both!

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1473641
United States
7/20/2011 8:11 PM
By the way nip, I have those very same lilies growing around the yard and are in full bloom. Thanx.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1423158
United States
7/20/2011 8:12 PM
I find it helpful to envision myself as having an "emotional thermostat" with a thermometer, or
pressure gauge, whatever works for you.
I've trained myself to associated stress and heightened emotion as the mercury rising into the red
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zone.. or when you get better at it you can pretty much tell where it is at any time, what color it is.
Better to stay in the blue/green/ ...going into yellow begin to be aware of overreacting.
Andyjax
Offer Upgrade
User ID: 1448565
United States
7/20/2011 8:56 PM
Pure horseshit .
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1475182

i know you can offer more than just the two words.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1473141
United States
7/20/2011 8:59 PM
I'll wait for the novel. Or, the short story published in some magazine...
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 835667
United States
7/20/2011 9:06 PM

By the way nip, I have those very same lilies growing around the yard and are in full bloom. Thanx.

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1473641

I wish I still had my lovely lilly patch I used to have. I did something stupid and planted them in the
wrong place and they rotted out. I had to move them, it had grown to shady where they were but I
put them where water rolled off the roof of my shed and they didn't take to all that soaking. What
was I thinking then? I have no idea. I have not started another bed, but I did get a nice easter lilly
this year and its planted in a far better place. Then another year, when were having a lot of
management crap with a plan to sell this park and boot us out, I gave up one year and didn't take
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care of anything. Well they sold the place to decent people and I am still trying to get my lovely
gardens still back into shape.
I was attracted to the lilies image, I am pretty sure that came from some place here on GLP and I
copied it to my computer.
Andyjax
Offer Upgrade
User ID: 1448565
United States
7/20/2011 9:21 PM
deeze, if you have more please post. the more of CM's comuniques are put out the better.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 835667
United States
7/20/2011 9:21 PM

This was a very timely message for me. I hope
others will take time to read and reflect on it.
Quoting: Shield 1470364

This was Michael at his best and Jess is the receiver who loves to carry teaching of this sort.
Perfect match and I loved it. There is one thru Hazel I like a lot too, its more intended for the
"rebels" on this planet who like to cheat their way to the top. That was the Idea of Lucifer, he could
do it all, and keep everyone in his lair. Didn't work, he could NOT ENSOUL anyone, which is a
major reason for the massive reincarnation on this planet. NOBODY NEW could be made by him
and Caligastia did NOT allow anyone to leave this plane. Moses was forced to stay until the
advent of Michael on this world. And so a lot of others, it was a "risky" venture to come as an
avatar or for study reasons to earth, because if one did, they had no idea when they could be
released. The release was 2000 years ago and then all who had reached 3rd circle at death go
directly to the mansion worlds in the normal progression of things.
I can post it here, some of you may have missed it. Here it is, taken last August. I like it personally,
makes me chuckle. And by the way, for any new readers who may be christian here, This does
NOT mean that Muslims et all are not eligible. this applies to all in search of God. I think it's really
clear, but some have misunderstood because of the idea no one is needed between one and God.
That is true, no clerics and others can do your worth for you or are needed to intercede. But you
have no choice but to go thru the lovely lovely schools prepared for you to partake of knowledge
and which change you gradually into a spirit being. You cannot skip those schools of Nebadon (or
your universe origin schools if not Nebadon), and you cannot skip the superuniverse learning
experiences and you cannot skip the Havona schools. How FAST you go thru the system, is totally
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up to you, but you cannot bypass them. The curriculum is HOW you become Perfect like the
Father in Heaven.
So if you missed this one, or did not understand it, read again and SMILE. Well I smiled anyway.
Not only his Truth comes thru, but his humor.

'I Am the Way, the Truth and the Life
By Christ Michael
Aug 27, 2010

'I Am the Way, the Truth and the Life......-Christ Michael
„'I Am the Way, the Truth and the Life. No man commeth unto the Father but by me''

This was a pivotal piece of teaching bequeathed by the Master Jesus when He walked your earth
plane, yet no man truly understood its meaning. Man was not sufficiently ready to receive this truth
then and is scarcely ready to receive it now. Yet it is significant that during these auspicious
times when the planet is about to enter a new cycle of life where dimensions anew are to be
experienced and earned, man must awaken to a higher understanding of himself and he
can only do so if he understands Me. Milestones have been achieved by mortals in terms of
advancement, yet spiritually they fail to attune themselves to a great truth that if understood could
change the tenor of their existence and path of soul evolution. I come again this day to effort to
explain this simple yet understated Truth.

I am the Way means that I am your ticket to a new destination. The ticket is only dispensed when
a choice is knowingly made. You must choose Me through belief and active seeking and you will
be given directions that will enable you to plot the coordinates that shall keep you on the path as
you create an enduring alliance with Me. When you are able to make this choice you will clearly
see that I Am the Way out of the illusion of mortality into the reality of immortality.

So we have primarily established that I Am the Way to eternal life. Yet eternal life can only be
guaranteed for those who can find and free their inner God presence. It is I who shall direct you
ones on the course that you must adopt to achieve this feat for first you must know Me before you
can know yourself and be inclined to liberate that which is divine within you.

I would like to explore with you a different perspective of what it means when I say 'I AM the
„'Way'.' The „'Way'' cannot be separated from the „'Light'' as the light brings clarity of purpose and
engenders a clear path to the destiny of choice. The „'Way and the „'Light'' therefore go hand in
hand. I say that the Way is the Light and I am the Way and therefore the Light.
Yet another perspective of the „'Way'' shall I offer to you. Did I not birth my creation from love,
being the reason and root cause? Did I not create by way of electric light waves of motion from the
stillness of my mind? Is it therefore not true to say that stillness motivated by love to create by light
is the „'Way''? Can you therefore not see that the „'Way'' is Love and Light and that when you
choose Me you choose Love and Light? If Love and Light is the foundation of your earthly journey
you will have found the „'Way''.
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Did I not think my creation into being? Am I therefore not within my creation? Is the ultimate goal
not to return to Source? If I am my creation and within my creation then the only way back to the
Source is through Me. Does this make sense to you ones who need to rationalize ME?

I AM the Way, I AM the Light and I AM the Love manifested in my creation. I created from a point
of stillness through Light motion. Does this not mean that if you choose the „'Way'' you too can
create all which you desire to create? The „'Way'' enables you to reflect and be all that the „'Way''
is for are you not also the „'Way'' through Oneness with Me? The Way you shall become when you
find and know Me.

I AM the Truth.

Man fights amongst himself seeking to have his truth rendered as superior to another. Yet hardly
do men know what Truth is. You cannot know Truth unless you know Me- The „'Way''. For the
„'Way'' shall always lead to the Truth. Man has belittled the Truth by tainting it with his personal
agendas. The Truth is never influenced. It is impartial. It is inexplicable and beyond rationalization.
The Truth must be known and that knowledge comes from knowing Me. Man's truth mostly is
generated by that which is external, seldom reconcilable with his inner knowing and void of inner
validation.

The TRUTH JUST IS AND IS JUST. That which is Truth knows only balance. It is as still, steadfast
and immutable as the Creator. There lies no mystery or magic in Truth. I can say no more except
to remind you that Truth emanates from within you because its origin is divine.
When you choose the „'Way'', you choose the Truth and it is the Truth when known and accepted
that shall lead you to attain the divine promise of eternal life. For at this point in your
understanding you shall accept without hesitation that I AM THE LIFE, that which is eternal and so
shall you be also when you can know this.

Beloveds the life I speak of is not of mortal orientation. It is life immortal to which I refer. Life
resides only in the spirit not the flesh. The spirit is All- its longevity is guaranteed by the promise of
eternal life. Yet eternal life is always a choice as much as a gift/promise. For I will never force my
children to choose Me; they must freely make this choice. I can say to you that many have chosen
to be uncreated instead of choosing Life. I wish to emphasize that even in your sphere of reality
which is earth plane, you are eternal. Mortal death is merely a transition to allow the soul to take
stock in order to determine the next level of experience needed along its ascending path.

You on earth during your incarnation must understand that your life on earth does not give you the
freedom to do that which you please without being accountable or responsible. You do not,
contrary to popular belief have one life to live. When you can understand that I am the Life and so
too are you, then you will realize in your incarnation that what you do will always impact on the
evolution of your immortal soul.
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So what do I mean when I say „'No man commeth unto the Father but by me''.
The ultimate goal as I reminded you earlier is the return to the Source of ALL. Yet those created
by Me can only return to the Source by Me for I AM THE WAY.

You cannot bypass Me to get to the Source for I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE.

You cannot fudge your way to the Source without Me for I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE.

You cannot cajole your way to the Source without me for I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE.

You cannot say that Christ Michael does not exist and seek to make your way back to the Source
for I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE.

You cannot believe in the Source and not in Me for I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE.

You cannot know of Me, denounce Me and choose the Source for I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE.
When you know me, see me and hear me you will see, hear and know the Father, the Source- the
Centre of All. I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE. You must become ONE WITH ME for I AM the Way
to the Source.
My beloved children, it was a delight to once again effort to explain what this most crucial teaching
means. I trust that I have brought clarity and ask that you ponder these words and see whether
enlightenment dawns.

I am Christ Michael Aton, come this day to bring the word again and thank this my child for being
the emissary of the truth.

Hazel
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 7/20/2011 9:24 PM
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 835667
United States
7/20/2011 9:36 PM
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Pure horseshit .
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1475182

I mean, if its horseshit to you, could you please explain what is wrong with this lovely teaching,
even if you doubt the source? Two word negative answers nearly almost mean a lack of language
capability, or a lack of knowledge, OR just being a shit head for the fun of it. Now I do use the
word Bullshit and crap regularly, I admit to that, so I am not faulting you here in the use of slang,
but it would be wondrous if you could explain WHY it is horseshit Thankyou.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 7/20/2011 9:38 PM

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1473641
United States
7/20/2011 9:41 PM
Thanks for all of the encouragement!
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Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 913039
United States
7/21/2011 7:59 PM

I just found this gem in my private mail on my forum thru Bela. Papa Source is our fond term for
the Universal Father, or First Source as some call HIM. enjoy
PAPA SOURCE IS WATCHING
07/21/11
PAPA SOURCE IS WATCHING

PAPA Source:
I speak now for all to hear . . .wait…pause… and JOIN ME in this… and then speak no more in
your thoughts – but BE with ME. Moments we have spent together will now connect to your
ongoingexperience of the truer reality wherein all the “soons” and “nevers” and hopes converge to
the single point.
There I AM. I move towards your awareness, closer with each breath. Can you stand it? The utter
beauty, the intense bliss, the truth?… Will you survive your own thoughts by overcoming them with
the truth that you can now touch? I is ME that you touch when you dare to do so. This is the
opportunity before you.

Bela: Somehow this makes me think immediatelyof the tear/split (shaped like a narrow cat‟s eye)
that I saw filled with intense light in the Pacific a couple of weeks ago – was this related? Or is it
more the other personal experience/glimpses of that almost unbearable bliss/love/light as a peek,
as a tearing out from my own consciousness envelope?

PAPA Source: It is more the latter –but the vision for the earth is also valid. Realize that you could
not experience this for and with the world unless you experience this within your own
consciousness. Within yourself is and always has been the doorway. But at this time it is being
stretched from multiple dimensions so that it WILL occur,and present itself to each one who truly
desires it. Those who can survive this create anew with it and mourn not the old – for the old was
indeed only the dream. Like the glorious peeking in of the intense rising sunlight through a crack in
the dark sleep room curtain – I shall shine upon your face and WAKE THEE.
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Remember past talks about possibilities and the effect of consciousness on probabilities - this IS
how itworks. There must be the appropriate mind stuff moving in the same direction to have a
significant impact at any point in time. Your breath upon a feather will have a definite and
measurable impact. A lukewarm bent on life will continue your existence as baggage for those that
do the work. The baggage compartment is about to be unloaded. Dare to do. PAPA is watching.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 7/21/2011 8:00 PM
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1483769
United States
7/29/2011 8:40 PM

This is my new work with CM I just posted. I have not done this sort of update for months now,
probably 6 or so. Included is how to WATCH the WAVe, finally released to show where. I am
surprised all those who watch Stereo here never posted anything about this stuff. I found one tiny
thread once. Nobody was interested so directions are included in this long piece. MODS, this is
my piece, so I can post the whole thing here, we do not copy right, except that credit must be
given and the piece can't be re worked.

The Glorious Times Ahead
Christ Michael
July 29,2011

Dearly beloveds, my, it has been a while now since Candace and I did a work together. It is time to
update a bit in a more serious manner.
We have just come out of a series of meetings, and are ready to go ahead with a plan that
removes the dark. Candace knows the plan, it has not changed since it‟s inception, but we are still
not covering it. All I will state, is it comes before the lengthy stasis, and it will remove the dark ones
from this planet, so we can engage in a teaching period of several weeks to a few months,
depending on the conditions of the earth changes and simply the acceptance of the people who
are here after this removal.
The removal will be extensive and it includes not only your dark puppets, but also many other dark
types, such as those that deal in gambling, the sex trade and other obnoxious activities. The
numbers will be quite large. It may thus include people you may know. Also, many of the ones
scheduled to move to other planets that are not going forth with earth will be removed during this
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event. The teaching period to follow with benefit those moving laterally to other worlds, returning to
the mansion worlds and the like who have made progress but are not part of the ascension group.
Some folks will not benefit, such as the robotoids, so they will move during this event. Also leaving
will be many light workers who are released to go home who are not participating in the ascension
process. They have completed their assignments.
Now the teaching period will included contact activities. We will be giving many people the
opportunity to voluntarily begin their next in body journey and thus to board craft to their
destinations. These are ones such as those going to Venus for example, and some even get to go
the underground areas of Mars, but that number is not huge.
There are many worlds taking “refugees” from earth and they will receive them also on their craft.
There will be a great deal of teaching before hand so that people are truly comfortable with moving
on. We have in place an email system in fact, and people can be in contact via that route. There
will be rides too and from craft, so that ones get comfortable, with many scheduled landings that
will be made public.
Esu will be on television, as well as Candace and many others during the teaching period. It is
global and in all languages. (Candace: PLEASE do NOT write and ask if you are to be involved in
the public teaching, because I don‟t know who is!)
Now this coming event, is going to be shocking to some, in fact to many, and thus now is the time
to put on your best faces. There will be some portion of the events before the removal that are
going to frighten people. I will not be explaining this before hand,
but I will rely on all of you to stand up as needed. Now remember what I said, the teaching period
is after the events. And man and woman of this planet will be in mourning when it this period starts
because of the many removals and the shocks of it all. It will be glaringly obvious, a dramatic
reduction. There is no point keeping folks here who will NOT benefit from the teaching period. Now
the major portion of this moving will be done during a short stasis period, otherwise it would seem
very harsh. During the short stasis period we will be put some other preparations into place so its
all ready to go before the teaching period.
The ones that came last December, OUR lookalikes, 5000+, are in place, many already seen and
people accustomed to them. There must be folks people trust and this includes some in
government of course. But some major dark leaders will not be here even as lookalikes, for therein
it would appear a lie as to who is good or bad, so there will be others standing in that people still
remain familiar with.
Besides Esu during the teaching period, all those former masters who have walked this plane will
be teaching their own and all countries and cultures will be introduced to them, but the bulk of their
teachings after the introductory periods will be with their kind.
Mohammed, Krisha, Maitreya, Confucius, Lao-Tse, will be present as examples. There will also be
some REAL leaders who are of the light, but I will inform Americans, Obama will not be one of
them. We did of course have “Our Obama” who was shown last fall but these various ones with
the massive head scars and people noticing more and more the differences, this cannot stand.
Plus the truth process will not stand with Obama and others guilty of great treason.
The teaching period will include of course, teaching around God. But also, the TRUTH which will
be individualized for each country, as to the treacheries. You will be well pleased. And for the time
being, that is enough.
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I cannot of course give a date. “Soon” will have to do, this must be a surprise and some of the
events during this period will resemble to some degree what folks have been taught to expect.
Jesus however will not be riding a white horse across the sky! (me laughing on that, its just one of
my favorites as to what people can accept as truth-C)
Now some of you are wondering about watching to the east. IF POSSIBLE we will bring Jupiter
into full view, but beloveds, we have to be careful with this, again it depends as its energy is so
strong. If it is too much, we have an alternate idea that will satisfy something to the east, but it will
have to be a night, we can‟t get starships to shine IN the day enough to be seen. So this is a play
by ear as you ones use the term.
Now again, you should have a stock of what you need, pretty much no matter where you live and
for those heavily affected by the banking issues, you must have small cash on hand, because it
remains quite likely there will be a financial shutdown and banking holidays. This is a very tenuous
situation and I am not updating about the risk of banks, social security checks and the like. Be
prepared for a period of time.
We are hopeful there will also be arrests and many other events during the next days to a few
weeks. Be prepared to assist those around you by standing in YOUR TRUTH.
Now, during the teaching period, with so many folks having left the planet, there is going to be a lot
of temporary provisions. Many will be unemployed. There is a carefully laid plan to help people
make their bills, the planet will mostly be on wellfare for those weeks, and there is ample storage
of food. Many of your corporate leadership will be leaving during the cleansing. There will also be
some significant earth changes, and thus shipping and the like is not going to go well for
distribution of goods.
There will be only minimal distribution of goods, only what people actually need. Toilet paper is
included on that list (he smiles). But it is fine for yourselves to stock on what you WANT or NEED.
(Candace: you might spend less time in line that way!) I suggest where you are able to make sure
you have your supplements and medicines you think you need. The shelves are not going to be
very full.
Now during that short stasis, many of you will sleep also. We will have only the barebones ones
we need on board to prepare for the teaching process. If you are IN an area that might be effected
by earth changes, that will occur, you and those who are to survive with you, will be removed to
safety, but you may still sleep until the wake up.
If you and others ARE removed from certain areas, there will be fleet counselors and others to
assist during the wakeup. You will obviously be aware you are not in the same place and you will
be expected to rapidly come around and assist the process, assuring those around you. This
process is going to get peoples attention and I assure you, no matter all the material on the web
about evil aliens, these ones, still in the billions who are “left behind” after the cleansing of the dark
will be very happy once oriented about the assistance of fleet personnel.
Oh, in addition during the teaching period, once TV and radio are on and we have gotten the folks
settled down, there are also filmed tours of craft that will be shown, and when people do begin to
tour craft they will be allowed to take cameras and the like aboard. We plan to have you tube
running nicely. The Internet will work reasonably well.
The teaching will include the long stasis and the need to move, and again, many will get
opportunity to board craft to move when they are comfortable. There will likely be more quakes
and the like which may hasten some decision making.
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This my beloveds, is meant to be a glorious time for those who are “left behind.”

Candace: OK, I was given permission to teach something here at this time. Our Wave has been
visible on Stereo since mid March or so. We did not point this out so the data would not be
removed. It is noticeable in some of the electron material out also, but that fluctuates and I am not
going to teach it.
I am surprised as nobody that supposedly follows Stereo has posted much anywhere on this and
its so OBVIOUS something is going on.
Now, go here: [link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] Observe the blue images, at this point Stereo Ahead
HI 1 in the lower left corner you see some whitish fluff stuff coming into view. This started perhaps
a week ago and I watched it to make sure for a few days. That is the WAVE.
Now look at the Gray Image, called Stereo Ahead HI 2. See all that white and black fluff stuff going
across the screen? That is the WAVE. It has been in that for a while yet, but far enough away, it
did not show yet on the Blue Stereo Ahead image. It seems to be moving towards the sun, which
is why it did not show there until just recently.
Now, look at both the COR 2 images (red). All that DARK stuff that used to be red, and is now
dark and sometimes black, IS the WAVE. The darkness came into those maybe mid April. I am not
sure anymore, but it was SUDDEN. Cor 2 A and B have always had short period of dark muck in
them, digital goo or something of that sort, but this has been constant. At first it was milder and
then over a couple weeks or so it got darker.
Now, in later March, the wave was showing on Stereo Behind Blue and Gray images. I will post a
couple samples here. You can browse a bit more if you wish. It is easy to go back one day, one
week or use “rot.” This option takes you back almost 4 weeks. It varies by a day or so. These
options are found at the bottom of the page next to the dates. Once you have moved backwards,
you can use these on the other side of the date to move forwards.
Ok this is the first “rot” date from today. July 2. [link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov]
On this one, only the gray images are important. On the BEHIND image (right side), you see the
first lap of the wave moving away and out of the image to the right edge. On the AHEAD (left), you
see the current one moving also to the right, but moving closer to the sun instead of away from the
sun.

Ok so lets move back to when the wave was showing in March. [link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] Look
on the BLUE Behind image, this is March 23, 2011. The WAVE is just creeping up from the bottom
as a little cluster of light blue stuff, where you see 2011. It is not really on the Gray image yet. Now
I started seeing this fluff cloud, barely on March 18, but I had to wait a few days more to be sure.

OK moving ahead in time, heres the images on April 3. [link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] You can see
a lot more fluff stuff, with some dark blue and something black in it in the Blue Images. And in the
Gray images you can barely see some fluff coming up from the lower left corner. At this time there
is maybe a bit darker Cor 2, but I am not going to play with that yet. Lets move forward a bit more
by a week.
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April 10, 2011. [link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] Lots more fluff stuff in the Blue image, and a dark
area shaped like the boot of Italy. I was able to see it gradually move each day but watching that
boot! There is obviously more fluff, white and black in the Gray image. Cor 2 images are now
clearly darker than the previous week.
April 17. [link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] Continuing on. And the very dark stuff on the blue behind
image about in the middle is also wave energy. More progression on the Gray, and increasing
darkness particularly on Cor 2 behind. Notice that the Blue and Gray images are reversed from
Cor 2, so make sure you look at Cor 2 behind ON THE LEFT.
Now the HI 1 and 2 images look between the sun and earth more or less. So in each, the bright
area on the border, is the sun, or rays from the sun, it varies. In Behind the sun is on the left, and
in Ahead, on the right.
OK Now May 7, 2011. [link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] On the blue Behind, you see the last of the
wave on the right moving out and there is still a LOT of fluff on the Gray Behind image. Then for a
time, these things are not seen, except the every darkening color on the Cor 2 images. The WAVE
makes a u turn. And now is coming back thru, as what you see above.
It is very hard to determine on 2 d images exact locations. Or when earth is actually IN it. They
way I feel at the moment we have some affects, but I don‟t feel it as much as I did in March and
April and I don‟t hear it as intensely and I don‟t know if I have adapted, or its a case of we are not
quite as intensely in it. Some are reporting a fair amount of discomfort and we are again in the
weather patterns that were typical earlier. I am hearing more and more changes in sound too,
sometimes really amplified. By this I mean city and road sounds and other sounds. The highway
near me started to ROAR this morning. I have never heard it like this. It startled me. Last 10
minutes and began to quiet again. I hear a lot of LOUD vehicles last night too, and wondered what
was going on. I didn‟t sleep well, got up finally just before 5 am.
The WAVE comes from Paradise, not the Milky Way. Paradise is in a plane, a disk like all of the
creation. All of the matter in this “disk” of the creation is called PERVADED Space. The areas
above and below this massive disk that is the creation, is called UN-PERVADED Space. Now the
waves leaves the area ABOVE Paradise and returns to the area UNDER Paradise. I am going to
insert here for you a link to Gary Tonge‟s painting that will give a clearer picture for you. No wave
in it, but you were understand the above better.
[link to antifan-real.deviantart.com] This is Paradise. The Center of the Creation. The architectural
Spheres you see in that are the 21 spheres of the Father, Son and Spirit. 7 each. Father‟s are
closest, but his painting doesn‟t clear show the 3 orbits. They do Orbit Paradise.
[link to antifan-real.deviantart.com]
Now this link shows the Central Universe of Havona, which includes Paradise as the center, the
21 worlds above, and the 1 billion regular worlds on which you all might live, or will live or have
already been there and done that as part of your ascension journey. I am not teaching this stuff
here. But anyway, you see a light coming out the top of Paradise and the Bottom of Paradise in
these images. The top and bottom are UNperfaded Space. So the WAVE comes out the top and
returns thru the bottom. It does not just keeping going on forever. It carries information cleaned
when it returns that determines what needs to go forth again. So our WAVE has done this u turn
and will head out back to Paradise.
If you have not seen Gary Tonge‟s work before, he was commissioned by the Urantia Foundation
to paint these. He also has other images as part of his commission. I have posted teaching before
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on this, months ago sometime. I go to the above site because he gives information about the
paintings. He has his own separate site too, which is here: [link to www.visionafar.com] And has
made a couple You tube video‟s you might enjoy.
Also of interest, in case some of you have not learned this, “heaven” is PLANETS dear ones, not
fluffy space, and the planets of heaven, are custom built, where we live on an evolutionary planet.
Spirit and material beings always live on SPHERE‟s of some sort, including CRAFT. And here is a
painting by Gary, on that process. These are sphere worlds being constructed in a new nebula.
[link to antifan-real.deviantart.com]

So there we go for now, I think this is enough. I want to get this up! Take care, Candace
PS, during the “teaching period” man will discover he does NOT need all his stuff, and he is going
to have plenty of time on his hands to progress his spiritual development over this short period,
before we call it quits for several years to cleanse the planet, undergo the magnetic Pole Reversal,
and the axis shifts. ALL LIFE will be in stasis during the nasty parts as the atmosphere will be
terrible. Plants are awakened first, to help reseed the Oxygen and so on and so forth.
-----------------------------------------------Love is the highest motivation which man may utilize in his universe ascent. Love is the
desire to do good to others-Urantia Book
Moral acts are those human performances which are characterized by the highest intelligence,
directed by selective discrimination in the choice of superior ends as well as in the selection of
moral means to attain these ends. Such conduct is virtuous. Supreme virtue, then, is
wholeheartedly to choose to do the will of the Father in heaven. UB

Fresh Revelation for this age found in The Urantia Book, The Phoenix Journals, The Course in
Miracles (the 365 lessons, NOT the URTEXT which is FULL of BLING and otherwise google
Candace Frieze. Also visit [link to www.wisdomoftherays.com] , Dolores Cannon, and
Conversations with God, in which the main God giving the material is Buddha.
We must build a new SANE world, ONE THAT DOES NOT USE MONEY, for the reason money is
the root of all evil, is that it Enslaves the SOUL. Be about watching Aaron Russo's From Freedom
to Fascism.
Seeking Visionaries,who can and will create the many messianic missions needed to heal Earth
and her peoples, and bring balance. Seeking those who Know their truth, ( as they listen to Their
Father Fragment) and will strive earnestly to stand in that truth 100% of the time, making every
moment of everyday, a Holy Event. TWO OR MORE IN MY NAME. There is no special Day for
God. Forget your Sabbath Days. Every Day is the Lord's Day.
------------------------------------------------------(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1483895
United States
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07/30/2011 03:54 PM
This is my new work with CM I just posted. I have not done this sort of update for months now,
probably 6 or so. Included is how to WATCH the WAVe, finally released to show where. I am
surprised all those who watch Stereo here never posted anything about this stuff. I found one tiny
thread once. Nobody was interested so directions are included in this long piece. MODS, this is
my piece, so I can post the whole thing here, we do not copy right, except that credit must be
given and the piece can't be re worked.
Thank you CM and Candace both for this very uplifting and important update.
Unfortunately, as I hadn't finished my mission statement before you closed the AH board to new
ones, I only get updates like these as you post them on AH.
Oh well, being a bit in the dark regarding the current plan is an experience as well, no? :-)
I have already shared this update with my Google list (Peaceful People) and my family. My mom
REALLY enjoyed it!!
Much love to all as we patiently wait for this to unfold.
Boy oh boy, exciting times indeed!

(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1483895
United States
07/30/2011 04:01 PM
You are awesome NIP, timing is impeccable. I wanted to see where he stood in concern with CM
and then I was going to lead him your way to your created PDFs which are great for the wisdom it
contains. I was being hesitant on how to approach but I see straight forward is much better. I hope
OP is ok with this.
Quoting: Andyjax

I am........... :-)
I thought this thread had died. Glad to see it didn't.
Much love to all,
(:-DeeZe

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1488433
Ireland
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07/30/2011 04:03 PM
You are awesome NIP, timing is impeccable. I wanted to see where he stood in concern with CM
and then I was going to lead him your way to your created PDFs which are great for the wisdom it
contains. I was being hesitant on how to approach but I see straight forward is much better. I hope
OP is ok with this.
Quoting: Andyjax

I am........... :-)
I thought this thread had died. Glad to see it didn't.
Much love to all,
(:-DeeZe

Quoting: (:-DeeZe 1483895

You are just a mortal man , quite absurd that you refer to yourself as I am , you are not him , not
even close . Meds will help .
~Me
Offer Upgrade
User ID: 1488495
Canada
07/30/2011 04:17 PM
What a crock of shit.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1444676

+1 lol
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1488433

You two are the crock of shit! Really! That's like telling CM, Jesus, God, or whoever you refer the
One as to go F**K yourself!
Do you not believe in God Amighty, our creator or is anger or maybe confunsion the issue at
hand?
Sending you both an abundance of love & light because you really need it!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1488433
Ireland
07/30/2011 04:19 PM
What a crock of shit.
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1444676

+1 lol
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1488433

You two are the crock of shit! Really! That's like telling CM, Jesus, God, or whoever you refer the
One as to go F**K yourself!
Do you not believe in God Amighty, our creator or is anger or maybe confunsion the issue at
hand?
Sending you both an abundance of love & light because you really need it!
Quoting: ~Me

Are you telling me you actually believe this loon to be God Almighty ??? I don't
know what to say TBH .
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1483895
United States
07/30/2011 04:26 PM
You are awesome NIP, timing is impeccable. I wanted to see where he stood in concern with CM
and then I was going to lead him your way to your created PDFs which are great for the wisdom it
contains. I was being hesitant on how to approach but I see straight forward is much better. I hope
OP is ok with this.
Quoting: Andyjax

I am........... :-)
I thought this thread had died. Glad to see it didn't.
Much love to all,
(:-DeeZe

Quoting: (:-DeeZe 1483895
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You are just a mortal man , quite absurd that you refer to yourself as I am , you are not him , not
even close . Meds will help .
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1488433

I am the OP of this thread. I was responding to the poster above that as the OP, I am ok with what
they wrote.
And yes, I Am quite mortal! lol
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1483769
United States
07/30/2011 04:27 PM

This is my new work with CM I just posted. I have not done this sort of update for months now,
probably 6 or so. Included is how to WATCH the WAVe, finally released to show where. I am
surprised all those who watch Stereo here never posted anything about this stuff. I found one tiny
thread once. Nobody was interested so directions are included in this long piece. MODS, this is
my piece, so I can post the whole thing here, we do not copy right, except that credit must be
given and the piece can't be re worked.
Thank you CM and Candace both for this very uplifting and important update.
Unfortunately, as I hadn't finished my mission statement before you closed the AH board to new
ones, I only get updates like these as you post them on AH.
Oh well, being a bit in the dark regarding the current plan is an experience as well, no? :-)
I have already shared this update with my Google list (Peaceful People) and my family. My mom
REALLY enjoyed it!!
Much love to all as we patiently wait for this to unfold.
Boy oh boy, exciting times indeed!

(:-DeeZe
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
there is not updating to the forum either that is difference, because spies live there! Mostly what
goes on is discussion of all the same stuff from all over the web. I may or may not take some more
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aboard. There is not enough mission discussion going on which is a major purpose of the forum. I
closed the forum to new members at a time when our work was really under attack and I have had
to babysit it too much when the enrollment is too open, any thug can write a lie as a mission
statement and then raise some very unholy hell on the place, which eats a lot of my time.
I have your thread bookmarked, thought I might place a few more of CM's teachings here, when I
find time, if there is no objection, since his name is in the title. feel free to help out if you wish. His
teachings thru Jess and now the Johan ones we post to the front site worthy of being placed here.
The only issue is those that will come and and try to destroy the work, but if its quiet, perhaps not
too many will come. since the new one was by ME some appeared to have showed up.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1483895
United States
07/30/2011 04:30 PM
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1488233

What part of the original post is bullshit?
All of it?
Really?
Here is an excerpt to help you understand it in small bites.

Anger is a reaction based on memories and experiences. It is an emotional creation that shifts
responsibility to someone or something else. Unhappiness or frustration seeks a cause, and man
is programmed at this point to assume the source of discomfort or imbalance is external.
All reactions are built around internal decisions. An outside source does not choose an individual
response. A situation is analyzed and placed in a category made up of preconceptions and
opinions. These categories trigger emotional responses, which then trigger actions or reactions.
An individual perceives a situation, determines the extent of interaction with personal balance,
evaluates the extent of this disruption based on past experiences, ranks it, and begins to define it
with emotional reactions. These emotional reactions range from anger to helplessness. Based on
these emotional colorings, an individual gives up personal control to the perceived threat. The
reactions may be an attack or surrender. The blame is put on the outside cause, and the anger or
feeling of weakness is viewed as a justified defense.

Peace............
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1483895
United States
07/30/2011 04:32 PM
This is my new work with CM I just posted. I have not done this sort of update for months now,
probably 6 or so. Included is how to WATCH the WAVe, finally released to show where. I am
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surprised all those who watch Stereo here never posted anything about this stuff. I found one tiny
thread once. Nobody was interested so directions are included in this long piece. MODS, this is
my piece, so I can post the whole thing here, we do not copy right, except that credit must be
given and the piece can't be re worked.
Thank you CM and Candace both for this very uplifting and important update.
Unfortunately, as I hadn't finished my mission statement before you closed the AH board to new
ones, I only get updates like these as you post them on AH.
Oh well, being a bit in the dark regarding the current plan is an experience as well, no? :-)
I have already shared this update with my Google list (Peaceful People) and my family. My mom
REALLY enjoyed it!!
Much love to all as we patiently wait for this to unfold.
Boy oh boy, exciting times indeed!

(:-DeeZe
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
there is not updating to the forum either that is difference, because spies live there! Mostly what
goes on is discussion of all the same stuff from all over the web. I may or may not take some more
aboard. There is not enough mission discussion going on which is a major purpose of the forum.
Quoting: (:-DeeZe 1483895

Thanks for responding to this Candace.
I don't feel so left out now!!!
LOL
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1483895
United States
07/30/2011 04:45 PM
This is my new work with CM I just posted. I have not done this sort of update for months now,
probably 6 or so. Included is how to WATCH the WAVe, finally released to show where. I am
surprised all those who watch Stereo here never posted anything about this stuff. I found one tiny
thread once. Nobody was interested so directions are included in this long piece. MODS, this is
my piece, so I can post the whole thing here, we do not copy right, except that credit must be
given and the piece can't be re worked.
Thank you CM and Candace both for this very uplifting and important update.
Unfortunately, as I hadn't finished my mission statement before you closed the AH board to new
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ones, I only get updates like these as you post them on AH.
Oh well, being a bit in the dark regarding the current plan is an experience as well, no? :-)
I have already shared this update with my Google list (Peaceful People) and my family. My mom
REALLY enjoyed it!!
Much love to all as we patiently wait for this to unfold.
Boy oh boy, exciting times indeed!

(:-DeeZe
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
there is not updating to the forum either that is difference, because spies live there! Mostly what
goes on is discussion of all the same stuff from all over the web. I may or may not take some more
aboard. There is not enough mission discussion going on which is a major purpose of the forum. I
closed the forum to new members at a time when our work was really under attack and I have had
to babysit it too much when the enrollment is too open, any thug can write a lie as a mission
statement and then raise some very unholy hell on the place, which eats a lot of my time.
I have your thread bookmarked, thought I might place a few more of CM's teachings here, when I
find time, if there is no objection, since his name is in the title. feel free to help out if you wish. His
teachings thru Jess and now the Johan ones we post to the front site worthy of being placed here.
The only issue is those that will come and and try to destroy the work, but if its quiet, perhaps not
too many will come. since the new one was by ME some appeared to have showed up.
Quoting: (:-DeeZe 1483895

Dear Sister,
Please feel free to post any of your material here as you feel so moved.

We are on the same team!!
As far as the detractors go, so be it. They help us to practice patience.
Sifting the wheat from the chaff as they say!

Celia D.
User ID: 1473141
United States
07/30/2011 04:47 PM
Well, everyone is free to express their opinion...incarnate or not.
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Neeun
Offer Upgrade
User ID: 1397351
United States
07/30/2011 10:03 PM

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1144175
United States
07/30/2011 10:12 PM
you all are psychos.
Can't get over santa claus not being real can you?
Lunatics.

KAITIAKI
Offer Upgrade
User ID: 1116636
New Zealand
07/31/2011 08:16 PM

Be With God
Offer Upgrade
User ID: 1491467
United States
08/02/2011 12:14 PM
PS, during the “teaching period” man will discover he does NOT need all his stuff, and he is going
to have plenty of time on his hands to progress his spiritual development over this short period,
before we call it quits for several years to cleanse the planet, undergo the magnetic Pole Reversal,
and the axis shifts. ALL LIFE will be in stasis during the nasty parts as the atmosphere will be
terrible. Plants are awakened first, to help reseed the Oxygen and so on and so forth.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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Dear Candace,
Thank you so much for your teachings. You have mentioned that during the “teaching period”,
men will have plenty of time for spiritual development progress. May I ask if that means those who
are “left behind” will be free from karma relationships (which take too much of our attention, care,
dictatorship, and exhausted “physical activities” which used up our energy, etc..), of course in case
that both husband and wife will stay? If it is not possible to be free at this teaching period, would
those who stay with Earth after the long stasis be able to break away from the karma relationships
then, because I think those who will stay with Earth are for the ascension purpose and should
have time and freedom?
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1491347
United States
08/02/2011 01:14 PM

PS, during the “teaching period” man will discover he does NOT need all his stuff, and he is going
to have plenty of time on his hands to progress his spiritual development over this short period,
before we call it quits for several years to cleanse the planet, undergo the magnetic Pole Reversal,
and the axis shifts. ALL LIFE will be in stasis during the nasty parts as the atmosphere will be
terrible. Plants are awakened first, to help reseed the Oxygen and so on and so forth.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Dear Candace,
Thank you so much for your teachings. You have mentioned that during the “teaching period”,
men will have plenty of time for spiritual development progress. May I ask if that means those who
are “left behind” will be free from karma relationships (which take too much of our attention, care,
dictatorship, and exhausted “physical activities” which used up our energy, etc..), of course in case
that both husband and wife will stay? If it is not possible to be free at this teaching period, would
those who stay with Earth after the long stasis be able to break away from the karma relationships
then, because I think those who will stay with Earth are for the ascension purpose and should
have time and freedom?
Quoting: Be With God

No, it means that since so many people will be out of work or have reduced work, they will have
lots of time to get over materialism, basically, plus time to ponder about the teaching. There will
not be very much shopping and collecting of new toys. and the like, plus with some many people
gone, that in itself will cause a great deal of thinking. Man will have to actually pay attention to
something other than chasing money. I cannot give all the details around that issue, as to currency
yet. except that there will be support for those without jobs, but more like "welfare."
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Be With God
Offer Upgrade
User ID: 1491467
United States
08/03/2011 02:20 PM
Thank you!
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1493066
United States
08/04/2011 11:58 AM
I have a question for you Candace.
Will the dark ones literally "disappear", or are they going to just, drop dead?
Can you tell us some more about how that is going to work?

BRING IT ON!!!!!!!

Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1491347
United States
08/04/2011 12:07 PM

I have a question for you Candace.
Will the dark ones literally "disappear", or are they going to just, drop dead?
Can you tell us some more about how that is going to work?

BRING IT ON!!!!!!!

Quoting: (:-DeeZe
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No, we reveal that after wards, and just before you ones will see a change, just be prepared for it.
We actually covered it some time ago, but there was a change in timing, and as of yet I don't have
permission to repeat the details. I think that will be a portion of the material that might be given by
Siraya when the event starts to manifest. I have no idea exactly what he is going to say however.
but I assume there will be teaching to my readers on what the shit is going on at that time, to allay
fears.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1493066
United States
08/04/2011 03:53 PM
I have a question for you Candace.
Will the dark ones literally "disappear", or are they going to just, drop dead?
Can you tell us some more about how that is going to work?

BRING IT ON!!!!!!!

Quoting: (:-DeeZe

No, we reveal that after wards, and just before you ones will see a change, just be prepared for it.
We actually covered it some time ago, but there was a change in timing, and as of yet I don't have
permission to repeat the details. I think that will be a portion of the material that might be given by
Siraya when the event starts to manifest. I have no idea exactly what he is going to say however.
but I assume there will be teaching to my readers on what the shit is going on at that time, to allay
fears.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thanks Candace.
It sure is time to "stay frosty" as they say in the marines!

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1493919
United States
08/04/2011 04:33 PM
What a crock of shit.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1444676
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+1 lol
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1488433

+1000
just relax and enjoy the show
the best part doesn't occur until the majority of the populations of the world "wake up" at the final
moments before the onset of the Millineum Age
until then rest easy knowing that if you aren't part of said majority then you are special indeed
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1493919
United States
08/04/2011 04:35 PM
those that "stick out like sore thumbs" in the interim will have their moment of recompense when
the time is right.
and this is as it should be.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1493066
United States
08/06/2011 12:01 PM
Be prepared- Midnight approaches
By AA Michael thru Hazel
Aug 5, 2011 - 2:31:23 PM

Be prepared- Midnight approaches-AA Michael
The capillaries of time are unravelling for the flaccid structures in your earthly world as
perturbances tear asunder that which is already bent and breaking under the weight of corruption
and greed. The cannibals who are your worldly elite are biting the dust as they quiver now in the
knowing of what transpires before them. Full awareness is now being brought to those who must
make the final choices as the helm is primed to collapse. The bitter end for many is close at hand
now and the raging tempest of their own virulent deeds will parade before them as they descend.
For theirs is a descent by choice. Do not allow the eyes of fear to stare at you beloveds for only if
you are one of them will you be consumed by the void that awaits.

The call from Source has been given and all hands are moving now behind the curtains of your
mortal world in final preparation for the unveiling. O yes beloveds an unveiling is taking place at
many different levels now and soon man will come face to face with his Creator. Many of you have
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the tendency to feel that dynamic changes will not occur in your lifetime. This is indeed not the
case; for unless you are close to mortal transition you will experience the global changes that are
evolving into a predicament of universal proportions. This is ordained to be and not in the least
unexpected. Though your mortal understanding may be poor, the spirits of those ensouled are
aware at the essential level. Many will be shocked into their spirit; meaning, that as the events
unfold the awe of the effects will actually jar into awakening many souls. Yet the strident nature of
the revelations will leave many without their bodies. Yes beloveds a time of great fear is at hand
but only for those who have shunned the understanding shared by we your celestial friends for
many generations.

I do not wish you to say that Michael is the bearer of doom and gloom or that this scribe has
contrived this information. These revelations have been given before but as the sequence of time
unravels and the moments creep to the glory of change, a reminder becomes necessary. FOR AS
THE STROKE OF FINALITY breaches the quietude of your accepted existence you must know
that your world will never be the same again. Start becoming comfortable with change. Train
yourself to adapt and adjust for there will be a period of time within which you will be living in
uncertainty as the bowels of the earth cleanses itself and as the stormy structures in place
regurgitate that which has choked the very life of balance. I refer to the dark brotherhood and their
insidious games. Be prepared to see new faces and to tune your recognition to the lighted beings
who will offer their helping hands to pull you ones on earth out of the tempestuous circumstances
which currently shroud your world. Be assured that during these times you are not alone. We are
keeping check and know each and every one of you for each soul‟s imprint is recorded in the book
of life.

Open your hearts and minds now for truly this is a time which requires you to exercise your God
given intelligence to make choices that will be of benefit to you. For the choices you make will
determine how you deal with the onslaught of changes imminently poised on the steps of your
world.

Believe when I say that the changes that are occurring and will occur are necessary to lead you
into the land of the living for surely you who are knowing of God must recognise that your world is
dying. Man has assigned his very world to death. It is the mercy of the Father which speaks now in
the intervention that will lead to the survival of the earth and those in readiness for ascension. Let
there be no doubt that what is occurring and what is to occur is caused by the hand of man. The
very one you call God is intervening at the call and cry of his children, foremost the earth herself.
Call it a divine rescue. Make no mistake however, these changes will manifest as part of the
cosmic order which is also eminently occurring on other planets as part of a universal ascension
process.

Beloveds a gentler tone will I take that you may know that what is to transpire culls that which has
so many of you suffering and ill at ease in this your world. The events are necessary for you ones
to see who you have allowed to rule you. After you have come into the shocking awareness you
will begin to feel the gentle and loving breath of your Creator manifest in your world. He has
always been with you but you have not acknowledged Him. No more. Eternity is calling and you
must answer now or once again postpone the claiming of your heritage which will lead inevitably to
a long and winding path back home. I ask at this time that you think with your higher mind and
relinquish the thoughts of the ego which will seek to keep you sedated in the false belief that all is
well and all shall be well. Indeed all shall end well!!
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Beloved children the Angelic realm is closer than you think and we are waiting upon many to
answer the nudges we give so that we can pull you truly into the light and assist you on your
journey.

Know that regardless of your choices we shall continue to shower you with our love BUT we
cannot choose your salvation for you. Only you can make that choice.

Michael come in the Light to bid you take care during the tumultuous times ahead and to prepare
for the great rising.

Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1491347
United States
08/08/2011 06:52 PM

Lovely piece from Nebadonia thru Hazel.
Let the Christ Within be Risen-Nebadonia

Each spirit is endowed with the character of God. It abides in its inherent energy being the Christ
energy. It markets itself through the human body. It offers its wares through the human mind. It is
a dormant energy until ignited by man‟s desire to know himself and discover his roots.
The pattern of your life bears the blueprint of the Father‟s presence; for all His creation is mirrored
in Him. He respires through your very body and sits in the energetic centres of your physical form.
He is the host of your spirit and the seat of your soul. He kindles the light of Himself with the hope
that you will seize the opportunity to ignite the flame of God within and carry His torch on your
journey through transitory territory to learn and „become‟. He remains always your inner mentor
and guide. He desires to be alive truly in the midst of your evolution that through every moment of
your unfolding He can hold your hands and keep you steadfast and sure on your path towards
Godhood. He is the living example that you are required to follow; yet His lead is never without,
only within.

The Christ is registered within your form and it is your desire to know Him and be like Him that
awakens greater dimensions of Him within you. The delights of the Christ within await you that you
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may partake of His sovereign flavours and begin to accept Him as yourself. His energy, being the
energy of spirit subordinates the flesh and unless you are attuned physically through your
energetic centres you will experience Him through the mind. God is all Mind and it is at this level
that you must endeavour to connect with Him before His essence is translated into governance of
your emotional and mental perspectives.

He enjoins with your mind offering you His thoughts that you may think with Him and that your
thoughts and His become one, without differentiation. Do you not see dearly beloved children that
you must reunite with your God mind, being the very Mind of God which finds a repository within
you and you must become one with that Mind. It is then that you will truly comprehend what it
means to be one with God. Creation started at the level of Mind and as a co-creator you must
return to that Mind to experience God. I trust this makes sense to you.

When you can think as the Christ does and these thoughts reflect themselves in your outward
conduct and creations only then can you truly measure the extent of your appreciation of
Oneness. Nurturing the presence of the inner Christ is imperative for ascension. You cannot do
this without Him. You are not independent of God. The Christ you knew on the cross rose to
reunite with His Father in Oneness after He completed his bestowal. The Christ within you must
also rise if you intend to continue your journey through flesh into the purity of your very being to
become One with God.

Christ is Light and light must always be your choice. The tendency to look at events on the outer
plane as if darkness prevails there alone must be discarded. Perceptions of darkness initiates from
within. Go within first and foremost and through alignment with the inner Christ cleanse the dark
structures which create inner disharmony and impedes inner peace. How can your feel the living
Christ working within you if you entertain dark thoughts, feelings and agendas? The journey into
the deepest life of your soul may be a gradual one, but you are required to act with honesty in
assessing where you are spiritually. Your spirit will never lie. Words are meaningless and intent
must find its conduit through positive actions, reflections and creations.

This is a call to all- that the Christ within each of you must be risen that you can dwell in absolute
truth. The Christ is the candle in your heart and will burn eternally if you allow Him to. He will
indeed be your vision for He is your light. He will be your knowing for He is your mind. Yet He
desires you to be the heart of God in this your lonely world; that if each desire, choose and work
towards being the heart of God, the tune of unconditional love shall become the foundation for the
rhythm of life. Call for the Christ within to enfold you in His consciousness and dwell in the stillness
of his core to be refreshed, enthused and enlightened. Then give Him permission to be the life
within you and allow him to live through you and surely then the Christ within shall arise.

O immaculate children of God why do I use this word for thee? Simply that is who you are. You
have sullied the image of yourself through your own perceptions and in so doing you live in
accordance with what you perceive; not the knowledge of God that you are One with Him and
perfect as He is. If only you can fathom and hold this knowledge as your own, you will move
mountains to accord with the truth. Be ye like unto Him for He is the cloth from which you were
made.
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Blessings
Nebadonia

(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1493066
United States
08/10/2011 08:20 AM
Aton Speaks of What To Look For
By Jess Anthony
Aug 9, 2011 - 6:52:46 PM
8-9-11
It's difficult not to be impatient, although I don't know what will come. I ask for balance and
acceptance for what I will be doing. I once again ask for guidance. I feel I could do more, but I
constantly fall back into my comfortable routine. Speak to me this evening whoever is most
available.
Jess, this is Christ Michael Aton. I speak to you this evening because my words are most final for
what is happening. I am making the final decision, and my perspective is what determines the
readiness of my creation.
The time is almost here. I have said that to you many times, so you don't believe this recent
avowal. But the time is approaching by your measurements, and events will lead to a point where
no alternatives exist that can be pursued.
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I will tell you where to look. The banking circle is losing its control. The fluctuations in stock show
that. The printing of more paper money is pointless, and the effect it has on financial uncertainties
is only short-lived. It is no resolution of the situation. What is going to happen is the world will lose
confidence in America's ability to counter its debt. The financial resources your country claims are
non-existent. There is no way any amount of debt can be repaid. Other countries are in the same
situation, but America is the world's leader in financial exchanges, and these transactions are
being called into question. This endangers transactions in all other countries. The fact that China
controls the flow of currency is beside the point in terms of visible trade manipulation. The
American actions will continue until they can no longer.
Esu told you that the collapse could come before the quake situation escalates into major
disruptions. I could also be given a death blow as a result of a break down in services and
economic networking due to a severe upheaval. The potential for catastrophic damage could
make the fragile financial infrastructure unsustainable. As the stress continues to build, the
financial house of cards is beginning to fall.
I can't predict which will go first. The decisions are with Gaia and with the few men and women still
controlling financial manipulations. They wish for another war situation, but that possibility has
been so weakened that what once was a major source of revenue has now become worthless.
They have few alternatives left, and a public show of stock fluctuations is one of the last graspable
charades they can use to seem in control. They hope that public reaction will allow them to earn
some additional revenue.
The most dangerous spots are the ones you have been watching on the Pacific Rim. However, the
possibility still does exist for movement in other areas. The New Madrid zone is risky, particularly
since it is connected at a deep level to the Gulf of Mexico, which continues to have stress even
though no one talks about it anymore. There is also the potential for a major upheaval in the
Canary Islands that could send an enormous tsunami to the East Coast. The stresses on Japan
and the California and Oregon coast line still seem the most dangerous, however.
I hope you realize that we are monitoring each area constantly, and are ready to spring into action
if something happens in any spot. All the imbalances are attached in ways that are related to the
tectonic plate movements. A release of pressure in one area causes additional movement in
another. These quakes will be unlike anything you have experienced before; the amount of
movement the plates have to undergo to find a new balance in light of the increased vibrational
frequency that is being introduced is unlike anything previous. Earth is shifting its polar axis and
reversing its polar charges to operate more in alignment with the new level of energy vibration.
This means the water placement has to shift and new land masses will be moved into position as
continents.
Man has long built on the coasts, and this shift of Earth's alignment will have a devastating effect
on existing population centers. Many inhabitants will leave and much established landscape and
infrastructure of architecture and civilized communities will be destroyed. This is inevitable given
the reshaping that must take place for Gaia to continue her ascension.
Lightworkers, as they are called, will be the vanguards of stability and empowerment. Your role is
to work with the situation as it is and bring closure as best you can. This call to action is still
abstract, however, given the uncertainty of what events will occur. The impatience you feel is a
result of not having a clear mandate. We can't predict what will happen, so you have to find a way
to be ready and focused for a range of possible scenarios.
I guarantee that this state of chaos won't continue long. We are planning to introduce what you
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have called a mini stasis to remove the most active antagonists to Earth's ascension. However, we
feel that it is more beneficial to let Earth's inhabitants experience the loss of the traditional society
that supports them but also holds them back. The period of chaos and upheaval will make a
profound impression, but it will not continue any longer than I feel it has served its purpose as an
object lesson.
Once the mini stasis is finished-and I expect it will only be a few days-then those inhabitants we
have determined are best suited to working with rebuilding a life on Urantia will be awakened
again and introduced to the beginnings of a new thinking through a series of educational
broadcasts and examples. This will continue for a period of time as a core of lightworkers starts
outlining what has to happen in the future.
When the lessons have introduced a rethinking of man's purpose and his relationship to his
universe, we will then enter into a longer period of stasis proper that will allow our workers to
instigate the major changes that have to happen on Earth. This will involve another sorting of
lightworkers, and it will allow Gaia to proceed into the most radical stages of transformation
without man's interference. This will take longer. When these changes have happened, and the
planet's environment is safe for its inhabitants to return to, we will then being Urantia out of its
stasis period. Man and his planet will be transformed to the new energy level.
This new era will only be the beginning of the move to what ultimately will be a higher dimension.
Man will have to work to that, but he will be assisted in the process with a new environment and a
higher frequency mental capacity. He will have a concept of unity and connection with his fellow
inhabitants and his galactic family that previously was hidden from him. This awareness will shape
his new sense of purpose and dedication to his personal evolution.
This is sufficient for this evening. Post as you will.
Aton

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1217128
United States
08/10/2011 08:42 AM
By the way, I read him your message just now! It was so enjoyed by him.
REach out when in quiet mind and touch him! If you are a Nebadon soul, he is your creator! You
might enjoy the last 1/3 of the Urantia Book about his bestowal here 2000 years ago. :big
flowers::peace on earth:
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You talk to god? This guy does also. As a matter of fact, he represents god on Earth.
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(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1493066
United States
08/10/2011 09:09 AM
By the way, I read him your message just now! It was so enjoyed by him.
REach out when in quiet mind and touch him! If you are a Nebadon soul, he is your creator! You
might enjoy the last 1/3 of the Urantia Book about his bestowal here 2000 years ago.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You talk to god? This guy does also. As a matter of fact, he represents god on Earth.

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1217128

There are MANY gods, which one do you talk to?????
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ANYONE can talk to The Creator of All, or the Creator of this Universe.
You just have to want to.............

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1217128
United States
By the way, I read him your message just now! It was so enjoyed by him.
REach out when in quiet mind and touch him! If you are a Nebadon soul, he is your creator! You
might enjoy the last 1/3 of the Urantia Book about his bestowal here 2000 years ago. :big
flowers::peace on earth:
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You talk to god? This guy does also. As a matter of fact, he represents god on Earth.

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1217128

There are MANY gods, which one do you talk to?????
ANYONE can talk to The Creator of All, or the Creator of this Universe.
You just have to want to.............

Quoting: (:-DeeZe

I don't speak to god, because the teaching of truth teaches me this:
70) You people of your kind (human beings) of Earth, think of the time when you were still without
belief connected to the real truth, and were not far from the truth; therefore return yourselves to
that condition when you were not led astray by a delusional belief, but were connected to the truth
of Creation and did not pray to a god.
71) Do not, people of your kind (human beings), man and woman of Earth, bow down before gods,
because they are falsehoods and inventions and lies made by people of your kind (human beings)
who, in delusion, became believers by inventing untrue higher powers and praying to them; you
shall not do as they do and shall not pray either to them nor to their invented gods.
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72) Do not, people of your kind (human beings) of Earth, bow down before people of your kind
(fellow human beings), even not before those in authority because even if they bear grand titles
and have wealth, they are not worth any more than you.
73) People of your kind (human beings), man, woman and child, dwell in the large garden of Earth
and eat richly of all that is given to you through the appearance (nature) and the animals and other
creatures, and also is created by you, and enjoy the fermented juices of fruits in moderate
amounts, so that you do not become drunk, and eat the flesh of all animals and other creatures
(birds, fishes, reptiles, etc.) in good measure, from birds and rabbits through to pigs, cattle and
camels, only do not do this shamefully and do not fall into gluttony and greed so that you are not
malefactors (lawbreakers).
74) People of your kind (human beings), you shall not stray from the straight and narrow when
faced with evil and shall not be of help to it, otherwise you will be driven from the place in which
you live and you will be ostracised until the end of your days.
75) People of your kind (human beings), go away from those who believe themselves to be your
enemies, but remember to do good to them and not to hate them, but to be connected to them in
love, even if you have to speak openly of their shameful deeds; never deem another to be your
enemy on your own account, because you shall be connected to people of your kind (human
beings) in love and be helpful to them in all good things.
Goblet of Truth - BEAM
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1491347
United States
08/10/2011 09:53 AM

By the way, I read him your message just now! It was so enjoyed by him.
REach out when in quiet mind and touch him! If you are a Nebadon soul, he is your creator! You
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might enjoy the last 1/3 of the Urantia Book about his bestowal here 2000 years ago.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You talk to god? This guy does also. As a matter of fact, he represents god on Earth.

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1217128

There are MANY gods, which one do you talk to?????
ANYONE can talk to The Creator of All, or the Creator of this Universe.
You just have to want to.............

Quoting: (:-DeeZe

I don't speak to god, because the teaching of truth teaches me this:
70) You people of your kind (human beings) of Earth, think of the time when you were still without
belief connected to the real truth, and were not far from the truth; therefore return yourselves to
that condition when you were not led astray by a delusional belief, but were connected to the truth
of Creation and did not pray to a god.
71) Do not, people of your kind (human beings), man and woman of Earth, bow down before gods,
because they are falsehoods and inventions and lies made by people of your kind (human beings)
who, in delusion, became believers by inventing untrue higher powers and praying to them; you
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shall not do as they do and shall not pray either to them nor to their invented gods.
72) Do not, people of your kind (human beings) of Earth, bow down before people of your kind
(fellow human beings), even not before those in authority because even if they bear grand titles
and have wealth, they are not worth any more than you.
73) People of your kind (human beings), man, woman and child, dwell in the large garden of Earth
and eat richly of all that is given to you through the appearance (nature) and the animals and other
creatures, and also is created by you, and enjoy the fermented juices of fruits in moderate
amounts, so that you do not become drunk, and eat the flesh of all animals and other creatures
(birds, fishes, reptiles, etc.) in good measure, from birds and rabbits through to pigs, cattle and
camels, only do not do this shamefully and do not fall into gluttony and greed so that you are not
malefactors (lawbreakers).
74) People of your kind (human beings), you shall not stray from the straight and narrow when
faced with evil and shall not be of help to it, otherwise you will be driven from the place in which
you live and you will be ostracised until the end of your days.
75) People of your kind (human beings), go away from those who believe themselves to be your
enemies, but remember to do good to them and not to hate them, but to be connected to them in
love, even if you have to speak openly of their shameful deeds; never deem another to be your
enemy on your own account, because you shall be connected to people of your kind (human
beings) in love and be helpful to them in all good things.
Goblet of Truth - BEAM
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1217128

dear one, speaking to God is YOUR GOAL or should, for he is inside of you. and that was one of
the biggest teachings of jesus. and the truth of HUman beings is they give up flesh. You have
every right to communicate with the Father within YOU, your father fragment. You have every right
to communicated with any other beings that presents themselves to you, just as you have a right
to communicate to family and friends. to not bow down to others is a good teaching. YOu are here
to learn to make choices in alignment with the will of the Father, and you MUST listen to the
Father and guardian angles, you must communicate with them. there i a difference between bow
down, and communicate. Factor that in to what you copied above.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1217128
United States
08/10/2011 02:52 PM
dear one, speaking to God is YOUR GOAL or should, for he is inside of you. and that was one of
the biggest teachings of jesus. and the truth of HUman beings is they give up flesh. You have
every right to communicate with the Father within YOU, your father fragment. You have every right
to communicated with any other beings that presents themselves to you, just as you have a right
to communicate to family and friends. to not bow down to others is a good teaching. YOu are here
to learn to make choices in alignment with the will of the Father, and you MUST listen to the
Father and guardian angles, you must communicate with them. there i a difference between bow
down, and communicate. Factor that in to what you copied above.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Why do you keep mixing up religious doctrine with the truth? It's like you are trying to explain the
truth to someone who has not learned anything besides what is being taught in cult-religious
churches. With this I am referring to some alleged "father" or "guardian angels" that are supposed
to be in me, whereby the real powers within me are my spirit and consciousness.
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57) Recognise the truth in yourselves alone, because you are only able to find it in yourselves and
not however in fabulated (invented) gods and tin gods, in liberators (angels) and venerable ones
(holy ones) and demons, and not either amongst those who lead you into confusion as priests and
servants of gods and servants of tin gods as well as false prophets; do not listen to those who
quarrel with one another regarding their sanctimoniousness and their delusional teachings and
who lead the believers in their gods and tin gods into battles (wars) and command punishment and
hatred and revenge as well as the spilling of blood and destruction in order to impose servitude
(bondage) and their beliefs on those who believe otherwise.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1491347
United States
08/10/2011 03:41 PM

dear one, speaking to God is YOUR GOAL or should, for he is inside of you. and that was one of
the biggest teachings of jesus. and the truth of HUman beings is they give up flesh. You have
every right to communicate with the Father within YOU, your father fragment. You have every right
to communicated with any other beings that presents themselves to you, just as you have a right
to communicate to family and friends. to not bow down to others is a good teaching. YOu are here
to learn to make choices in alignment with the will of the Father, and you MUST listen to the
Father and guardian angles, you must communicate with them. there i a difference between bow
down, and communicate. Factor that in to what you copied above.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Why do you keep mixing up religious doctrine with the truth? It's like you are trying to explain the
truth to someone who has not learned anything besides what is being taught in cult-religious
churches. With this I am referring to some alleged "father" or "guardian angels" that are supposed
to be in me, whereby the real powers within me are my spirit and consciousness.
57) Recognise the truth in yourselves alone, because you are only able to find it in yourselves and
not however in fabulated (invented) gods and tin gods, in liberators (angels) and venerable ones
(holy ones) and demons, and not either amongst those who lead you into confusion as priests and
servants of gods and servants of tin gods as well as false prophets; do not listen to those who
quarrel with one another regarding their sanctimoniousness and their delusional teachings and
who lead the believers in their gods and tin gods into battles (wars) and command punishment and
hatred and revenge as well as the spilling of blood and destruction in order to impose servitude
(bondage) and their beliefs on those who believe otherwise.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1217128

religious doctrine and truth are two different topics entirely. religious doctrine has nothing to do
with the Spirit of Truth bestowed my MIchael of Nebadon 2000 years ago on this planet. Your spirit
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within you IS the FATHER dear one. When you have made a certain level of spiritual knowing,
progress, then you ARE assigned a Guardian Angel. What is YOU is YOUR MIND. IT IS WHAT
SURVIVES DEATH of the PHYSICAL BODY. And assisting your MIND is your FATHER
FRAGMENT which IS a piece of the FAthers mind. MIND KNOWLEDGE< the knowing of YOUR
MIND is stored in the animal on electrons. The FATHER FRAGMENT is mind of the Father
STORED on PHOTONS. TRUTH ONLY CAN be STORED on photons. Electrons store anything
you believe. AS you clear your KNOWING in any area, your mis-programmed electrons will
combine into a photon. That is behind the becoming a "Light being." When ALL OF YOUR
KNOWING HAS bEEN CONVERTED TO TRUTH, you will no longer be an animal being, you will
then be a spirit being.
Your goal is to seek in all ways to listen to that FAther fragment within your MIND and take the
advice thereof. You cannot in fact interact with the SPIRIT OF TRUTH, a similar idea given to the
MIND OF MOTHER EARTH 2000 years ago, if you do NTO GOT THRU YOUR FATHER
FRAGMENT. I suggest learning meditation and how to connect with that Father MIND PIECE
within YOUR MIND.
Drop the religious stuff and learn MEDITATION and GO WITHIN. So much of what you posted
above to me was NOT truth. IT WAS MIND CONTROLLED information put out to confuse people.
Nearly all of JESUS teachings were corrupted and are still being corrupted.
I would suggest maybe starting in on the UB Thread running here, for samples, because MAN was
promised renewed teaching for this end of the age. And it has been and is still being given. The
piece starting this very thread is but one example of the continuous teaching.
Sadly man has followed many "gods." That is true. But first you have to define "GOD" and those
definitions generally stink to high heaven. GOD IS the FATHER CREATOR of the cosmos. You
are a fragment of that Father Creator. And as a fragment, you have and alway well, as long as you
choose to stay in eternal life, be a factor in the on going Creation of the Creation.
It's not that hard, truly it is not. ANY BEING who can reason, and see in from of himself, has
desire, that has IDEAS and carries out those ideas is a SON OF the FATHER. THAT is the
definition of GOD MIND. Creating MIIND is the cause of the CREATION. WHAT do you CREATE?
Any animal being that develops desire and ideas, received a fragment of the FATHERS MIND to
assist along the way. This never leaves you unless you push it away. It is part of you for all

eternity. it is not the same as worshiping man's various cultural gods.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1514957
United States
08/27/2011 12:09 PM
THE FINAL BATTLES HAVE ARRIVED. STAND YOUR GROUND.
By CM thru Johan
Aug 27, 2011 - 6:08:40 PM
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Dear AH Family,
This morning I connected with Christ Michael Aton (Jesus) about the new directives as
mother Earth seems to shift gears in her path to RENEWAL AND CLEANING UP. Here is
what CMAton mentioned:
My Dearly Beloved Children. We have indeed entered into a most dangerous phase. As I have
mentioned before, what mankind is capable of planning, organising is beyond imagination and
does shake all of us to our core. Well that is exactly what mother Earth is doing right now, and will
shake off all what does not serve this pearl of extreme Motherly Care and Love any longer, as
Momma has seen the Light, all of Us, including you at the AH Group Meditations who have
constantly helped generate stronger and stronger until She has fully stepped on board now. So
congratulations to all of you.
Dangers are now lurking from EVERY direction around the United States of America, from nature
born elements who are reacting to mans folly to man himself who continues to plan the most awful
scenarios to destroy as much as possible, knowing full when they have received their tickets out,
and wanting to take down anything and everything in a desperate attempt to hold control in a
sinister New World Order after causing havoc and destruction first. As they have lost control over
the economy and finances, fractions from different origin in the United States AND from abroad
are coming at loggerheads now, they resort to fanatic destructive ways, hoping to materialise
underground, taking advantage of the looming hurricane and setting off much more devastation as
retaliation amongst each other. Scenes from the mafia and the cold war and extreme gang wars at
the highest levels have no comparison what some are planning right now underneath your very
feet.

Please go to the link to read the rest of this message.
[link to abundanthope.net]

Here is to Victory for the Light!!!!

Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1541191
United States
09/15/2011 12:20 PM
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Candace. I does NOT violate MY copyright to post the entire piece of Ah telepath pieces, or any
other writings by the AH team. Thus the whole piece is here and you can see our copyright at the
bottom.
Thru Hazel. for those that aren't sure of the characters in the play, Christ MIchael is Michael of
Nebadon, our creator son (and thus father god of Nebadon, this sector/local universe of the
creation). He manifested together with Esu Immanuel 2000 years ago as Jesus. Both are returned
but separate this time, since 1954.
The Nature of Timing-'My hour has not yet come’-‘My hour has come.’ Christ Michael
These words were scripted as words I repeated several times during my earthy incarnation.
Indeed it was all about timing then and it is all about timing now. MY reference to time is not in
respect of the temporal existence of daily measurements but simply readiness in terms of
appropriate events and frameworks in place for the unfolding of the master plan. Timing is
therefore referenced to preparedness.

Time as you know it is fickle. It bespeaks of rigid adherence to notions and expectations which
may or may not materialise. The divine plan is not governed by time but by other grander
elements, many of which you will not comprehend. A synergy must exist in the energy spanning
the universe of time and space and I will know when that time is here.

Certainly however, your planet is in the throes of momentous times of change. The clouds are
lifting now allowing the light in with the hope that man will find his sight. In fact this has been the
order of things for a while now bearing however little fruit. The resulting response to the light has
not been as effusive as expected. Yet even God cannot and will not control how and when man
decides to awaken. The planet operates in cycles and it is no secret that her cycle has in spirit
terms ended. The wrapping up work is taking place to engender the plans to fulfilment. I AM not
here however to speak to you of the timing of events. You ones have become too accustomed to
linear perspectives and this has created an impediment to higher understanding of cosmic
workings.

I want to emphasise the need during these changeable times for each child to consider whether
his or her time has come and what the implications are for you in this respect.

Deep in the consciousness of each one is a light that will burn with desire so brightly when the
time has come, that it will be a hunger too great to be left unsatisfied. If you remain in communion
with the Source or with ME, you will be in no doubt as to the certainty of this eventuality when it
occurs. Every part of you will literally scream-my time has come. For what you may ask? Simply to
serve the divine will in a way that suits your skills, talents and abilities. You will simply know.
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Service has many dimensions to it and God does not compare how one serves in comparison to
another. The concern lies in the motivation of that service. For God accepts the path of each
differs and the endowments of each will differ.

Every moment in your life is precious and must not be wasted. This is your life, you must make of
it and with it as you choose but preferably in accordance with the greater will. You cannot abandon
life, you live life, you enjoy the blessings in your life and you create the reality you seek in your
individual world.

I walked this earth also as man and I endured many experiences. I too was eager to start my
mission or ministry. Yet the will of my Father took precedence. HE knew what I had to accomplish
before I was ready to complete the task at hand and return to assume Sovereignty of Nebadon.
Always was I in communion that I would know when the time had come for ME. The years
preceding that was spent in humble acknowledgement that I needed to grow and learn from my
experiences and face life head on and full on. I engaged in a humble yet fulfilling livelihood. I
partook of physical work which kept my body fit and mind active. I also took the opportunity to
engage in a private ministry without ceremony. I helped where and when the opportunities
presented themselves. I remained committed to the guidance of those who sought it from ME.

I did not hide away from the world. I was inclined to know the peoples of the world, to understand
humanity if I were to determine the way to help them understand my Father‟s kingdom. I had to
understand their motivations, expectations and desires. I turned away no one yet was carful and
wise in my dealings with all.

The journey on earth was never promised to be an easy one but you cannot run away from it
because it does not suit your purpose or because it becomes exhausting to deal with.

If your hour has not yet come, then I suggest that you evaluate your life and find your passion and
determine how best you can prepare yourself to further and develop your passion. Stay attuned to
MY energy within you and I shall lead you to make a healthy contribution. I urge you MY children
to enjoy your experience for many of you shall not be returning to earth after the changes
manifest.

I say to those of you who know that your hour has come, you must resolutely acknowledge it and
take up the baton of truth and begin to live your purpose. Readiness is a signal of spiritual
preparedness and confidence to assume greater responsibility in MY name. It requires total
relinquishment and surrender to spirit. You must not only desire and have the motivations to serve
but also be disciplined in your efforts. I have precious few who are firmly committed and I need
those of you for whom the bell has sounded to seek counsel as to how you can go about MY
business fearlessly. Many of you have come for this very purpose so do not ignore the call.

This is a time when your faith will be put to the test. I have never and will never forsake my faithful.
In all things trust ME but do not use MY plans as an excuse to bail out from your responsibilities. If
you seek ME I will guide your path and show you the way to a fulfilling life. I will sustain you when
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you choose the divine pathway.

When your hour has come you will do as I did and seek total communion with the Source; that you
may be given instructions and directions in service. I will give to you the wherewithal that you may
satisfy MY plans for you.

Life cannot be viewed as a burden but as a blessing and you are here to find the pleasure of God
in all things and be a beacon of light and joy. You are to be the exemplars today that will lead the
blind out of bondage. Strengthen yourselves in my armour .You are the courageous ones who are
streamlined in MY energy. If you cannot sustain now how will you sustain when the going really
gets tough.

Christ Michael is not here to rescue you- but to work with you to help you rescue your world from
the clutches of darkness. It is thus imperative that you shine your light as brightly as you can for
this is much needed now in a world that has grown very tired and has become weak under the
governance of the dark.

I AM your Father, ONE with the Paradise Father whose will shall be done. Perfection is the order
of Paradise and this Divine Plan shall be executed with precision and perfection. Time cannot
purchase perfection if readiness is not achieved.

PS: form Hazel- CM is not mentioning anything to me about timing of stasis. HE is not saying. This
was not the focus of the piece. HE obliquely refers to the divine plan etc
*******************
[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of it
can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Nobody in Particular
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
09/29/2011 11:29 AM
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September 18, 2011 thru Johan

This is CMATon of Nebadon, your Sovereign.
I come today to bring you a little update about your much appreciated efforts and findings for those
who participate in the AH Groups Meditations regularly, within and outside of your Organisation.
If it amazes you why I choose to stay in touch with my AH Light Warriors, then allow me to
remember you of AH being my Second Coming Organisation, lead by Candace, who, inspite of the
many unhappy, painful, treacherous experiences and health related problems, has stayed her
ground no matter what, since Truth and Divine Love and Light Service has always remained her
banner on the many battlefields she unwaiveringly crossed.
The time is approaching rapidly that the Second Coming will be manifested for all to see. Even if
and as many of you long very badly for heavy earth changes, even cataclysmic of nature to
happen, to have your heavy hearts and disoriented minds relieved, I reinstate my promise that
those of you who did not give up, improved on your Higher Self Connection and diligently partook
of the soul evolving opportunities that came along while ' waiting ', will feel so Blessed and
Rewarded, beyond your imagination, as also that, most of you left behind when you left your
former abode. Some happy reunions and meetings, reported on your meditation thread attest to
exactly that.
Closer to the Divine Plan at hand and at work, your atmosphere all around you is changing and
the elements will excercise their powers according to plan. To release your weary minds, we have
opted for the smoothest of transitions while you are still on earth, as disaster numbness is settling
in. Instead, many are experiencing the first signs of changing skies, and this is now ready for the
full display all around your planet. Still, I come to inform you : when you keep your balance Within,
where we can Guide you, Advise you, Inspire you of all to come, you will fly high and freely,
without too much trouble attached. The new is arriving, the old skin is shedding as we speak, with
many dark meetings going on behind close doors in utter fear for what is coming to the surface so
forcefully and impossible to stop. Any serious change brings questions; therefore, GO WITHIN,
where all your answers lay.
Even you will be caught off guard, will be surprised, ONLY when you did not listen to the many
voices from amongst us, that came to inform and Guide you, that fear is of no matter any longer,
and better abandoned all together.
My disciples some 2000 years ago, and I greet some of you again in pretty much the same
capacity here at AH, I advised to pray, Go Within as I demonstrated many times, and receive the
Spirit of Truth. You have not heard of any other advise ever since, now did you? Only those who
fear the Truth remain in chackles, All others, unfortunately the minority, are set free or have set
themselves free!
As the thunder and lightening is roaring above this scribe as he writes for me, so will all elements
be put to work purposely or come against the folly of a drunken master, UNTILL all who choose to
look shall see, and those who choose to listen, shall hear :
'' THE SECOND COMING IS UPON US '', for all to know, who opened their hearts and souls to
the Truth and each other.
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Blessed be those who were hungry to know and searching, for some already have, and others will
find what they were looking for : that Truth, Knowledge, Love and Light are AS DIVINE as You and
I, Children of OUR FATHER IN HEAVEN, AND IN YOU AND ALL OF US. Blessed be His Name,
from which ALL and Only Good and Love and Light comes, and Blessed be those who stood their
grounds in the face of all adversity, My Warriors, for peace that indeed surpasses all
understanding shall be Yours upon finishing this fight together. To Divine Love and Divine Light,
Salu.
in Divine Love, Light, Service, Always and in All Ways,
Johan.

*********

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of it
can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/29/2011 11:30 AM
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
United States
09/29/2011 12:02 PM
September 18, 2011 thru Johan

This is CMATon of Nebadon, your Sovereign.
I come today to bring you a little update about your much appreciated efforts and findings for those
who participate in the AH Groups Meditations regularly, within and outside of your Organisation.
If it amazes you why I choose to stay in touch with my AH Light Warriors, then allow me to
remember you of AH being my Second Coming Organisation, lead by Candace, who, inspite of the
many unhappy, painful, treacherous experiences and health related problems, has stayed her
ground no matter what, since Truth and Divine Love and Light Service has always remained her
banner on the many battlefields she unwaiveringly crossed.
The time is approaching rapidly that the Second Coming will be manifested for all to see. Even if
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and as many of you long very badly for heavy earth changes, even cataclysmic of nature to
happen, to have your heavy hearts and disoriented minds relieved, I reinstate my promise that
those of you who did not give up, improved on your Higher Self Connection and diligently partook
of the soul evolving opportunities that came along while ' waiting ', will feel so Blessed and
Rewarded, beyond your imagination, as also that, most of you left behind when you left your
former abode. Some happy reunions and meetings, reported on your meditation thread attest to
exactly that.
Closer to the Divine Plan at hand and at work, your atmosphere all around you is changing and
the elements will excercise their powers according to plan. To release your weary minds, we have
opted for the smoothest of transitions while you are still on earth, as disaster numbness is settling
in. Instead, many are experiencing the first signs of changing skies, and this is now ready for the
full display all around your planet. Still, I come to inform you : when you keep your balance Within,
where we can Guide you, Advise you, Inspire you of all to come, you will fly high and freely,
without too much trouble attached. The new is arriving, the old skin is shedding as we speak, with
many dark meetings going on behind close doors in utter fear for what is coming to the surface so
forcefully and impossible to stop. Any serious change brings questions; therefore, GO WITHIN,
where all your answers lay.
Even you will be caught off guard, will be surprised, ONLY when you did not listen to the many
voices from amongst us, that came to inform and Guide you, that fear is of no matter any longer,
and better abandoned all together.
My disciples some 2000 years ago, and I greet some of you again in pretty much the same
capacity here at AH, I advised to pray, Go Within as I demonstrated many times, and receive the
Spirit of Truth. You have not heard of any other advise ever since, now did you? Only those who
fear the Truth remain in chackles, All others, unfortunately the minority, are set free or have set
themselves free!
As the thunder and lightening is roaring above this scribe as he writes for me, so will all elements
be put to work purposely or come against the folly of a drunken master, UNTILL all who choose to
look shall see, and those who choose to listen, shall hear :
'' THE SECOND COMING IS UPON US '', for all to know, who opened their hearts and souls to
the Truth and each other.
Blessed be those who were hungry to know and searching, for some already have, and others will
find what they were looking for : that Truth, Knowledge, Love and Light are AS DIVINE as You and
I, Children of OUR FATHER IN HEAVEN, AND IN YOU AND ALL OF US. Blessed be His Name,
from which ALL and Only Good and Love and Light comes, and Blessed be those who stood their
grounds in the face of all adversity, My Warriors, for peace that indeed surpasses all
understanding shall be Yours upon finishing this fight together. To Divine Love and Divine Light,
Salu.
in Divine Love, Light, Service, Always and in All Ways,
Johan.

*********
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[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of it
can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

"My Warriors, for peace that indeed surpasses all understanding shall be Yours upon
finishing this fight together."
Thanks for posting this Candace. I somehow missed this message.
MOST excellent!!!

Nobody in Particular
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 2230535
United States
10/04/2011 08:54 PM

CMATON : THE ICE IS CRACKING AND BREAKING , WHERE ARE YOU? STILL ON IT?
This is CMAton of Nebadon,
My Dearly Beloved Children all around,
As mentioned through other scribes, its does not make any sense to bring updates, other then you
asking for YOUR updates personally through your suggested and most important question :
WHAT IS IT I NEED TO KNOW.
No other update or question is more important for yourself right now. Through selected media bits
and pieces, you can start to form your own info basis that helps you to see a logic field of
expectations and events.
When you walk the icy lake with more weight than the ice can carry, the ice will crack, break and
one will fall in the icy water. If that still sounds common sense and logic to you, then look around
you as many cracks appear in your society.
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One can stretch the imagination, but facts can only be taken out of proportion that much, untill
reality and the truth comes back to haunt you. Many folks, who did not leave, nor change, who
played games at the expense of others only, are now on the ice, having a good time on the
outside, yet some sweating blood and tears on the inside, trying to proof to other they are not
afraid as clearly nothing stopped them sofar.
Little do they realise how far the ice is cracking and breaking and only their soul will be light
enough not to go under, as pride comes before the fall.
Heed the call to GO WITHIN, to stay the course and remain balanced, as not only the ice has
become unstable, so has the atmosphere and energy around you changed and will only support
those that can take the higher vibrations, like breathing oxigen, only those that trained at high
altitude can take the mountain top air.
The lighter you travel in material sense, the easier you will climb to avoid the storms, the floods,
the elements that now revolt against the shores, planes, cities of great density and darkness.
This might be the third, yet last message through this scribe that mention this, but if your life is still
business as usuall, then you are not ready, then you do not trust what we have told you before,
then you have not understood what this magnificient moment in time is all about.
Even you will be loved and taken care off, but you will not reap the rewards that others will, who
earned them through Trust, Faith, Service to Others, Love in any form and shape, and truth and
knowledge above all else.
We have changed our plans many times to the benefit and highest purpose of all involved but
remember the ice, even we do not control its breaking point. It is important that you remain vigilant
and through your Inner and Higher Secure Connection will you know unmistakenly when to get of
and onwards to the mountains, away from the shorelines, cities and planes and when you do
understand this, your Higher Self will have told you already what to do. You seek the answers, we
guarantee you the knowledge that will serve you the best, but when it's still business as usual, you
will be on the ice when its to late to get off.
Go, ask and look nowhere else but WITHIN what this means for you and yours, as I did choose to
come to you NOW, and with no delay.
The ice IS cracking and breaking, where are you? Still on it? I am sure some of you remember us
asking you personally : Are you ready?

Salu, CMAton of Nebadon.

**********************

[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
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anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of it
can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
United States
10/05/2011 12:22 PM
CMATON : THE ICE IS CRACKING AND BREAKING , WHERE ARE YOU? STILL ON IT?
This is CMAton of Nebadon,
My Dearly Beloved Children all around,
As mentioned through other scribes, its does not make any sense to bring updates, other then you
asking for YOUR updates personally through your suggested and most important question :
WHAT IS IT I NEED TO KNOW.
No other update or question is more important for yourself right now. Through selected media bits
and pieces, you can start to form your own info basis that helps you to see a logic field of
expectations and events.
When you walk the icy lake with more weight than the ice can carry, the ice will crack, break and
one will fall in the icy water. If that still sounds common sense and logic to you, then look around
you as many cracks appear in your society.
One can stretch the imagination, but facts can only be taken out of proportion that much, untill
reality and the truth comes back to haunt you. Many folks, who did not leave, nor change, who
played games at the expense of others only, are now on the ice, having a good time on the
outside, yet some sweating blood and tears on the inside, trying to proof to other they are not
afraid as clearly nothing stopped them sofar.
Little do they realise how far the ice is cracking and breaking and only their soul will be light
enough not to go under, as pride comes before the fall.
Heed the call to GO WITHIN, to stay the course and remain balanced, as not only the ice has
become unstable, so has the atmosphere and energy around you changed and will only support
those that can take the higher vibrations, like breathing oxigen, only those that trained at high
altitude can take the mountain top air.
The lighter you travel in material sense, the easier you will climb to avoid the storms, the floods,
the elements that now revolt against the shores, planes, cities of great density and darkness.
This might be the third, yet last message through this scribe that mention this, but if your
life is still business as usuall, then you are not ready, then you do not trust what we have told
you before, then you have not understood what this magnificient moment in time is all about.
Even you will be loved and taken care off, but you will not reap the rewards that others will,
who earned them through Trust, Faith, Service to Others, Love in any form and shape, and
truth and knowledge above all else.
We have changed our plans many times to the benefit and highest purpose of all involved but
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remember the ice, even we do not control its breaking point. It is important that you remain
vigilant and through your Inner and Higher Secure Connection will you know unmistakenly
when to get of and onwards to the mountains, away from the shorelines, cities and planes
and when you do understand this, your Higher Self will have told you already what to do.
You seek the answers, we guarantee you the knowledge that will serve you the best, but
when it's still business as usual, you will be on the ice when its to late to get off.
Go, ask and look nowhere else but WITHIN what this means for you and yours, as I did choose to
come to you NOW, and with no delay.
The ice IS cracking and breaking, where are you? Still on it? I am sure some of you remember us
asking you personally : Are you ready?

Salu, CMAton of Nebadon.

**********************
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I get the feeling from this message that things are REALLY CLOSE to breaking out.
WooHoo!!!!

Nobody in Particular
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3553743
United States
10/18/2011 10:12 AM

To MODS, this message is NOT against Trinity's and SHR's understanding here on GLP of the
Occupy movements and my postings have supported you and warned readers of who created this
movement and the desired outcome. Read it carefully, as you banned somebody who posted it as
a new thread. It is a message from the higher realms, from in fact God himself, saying that unless
people pull the right attitude into the Occupy projects, they are not going to win, they have to add
god to the equation. It clearly STATES what our NWO thugs are up to, and their intent. The term
Occupy Earth in the title is around the small glimmer of hope that man might enlighten himself and
thus an enlightened civilization might occur that will occupy the earth and NOT THE THUGS.
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We do know the intent of the global occupy project. We do know it is created by the thugs that run
this earth. we do know their intent which is again, clearly stated in this piece, that of world
dominion. Thankyou Candace
Kibo made a big typo, leaving out part of a sentence, so I have replaced the paragraph
involved with his correction. It's in RED below.
OCCUPY EARTH!
CM: Today, dear ones, WE will use this one, that you lovingly refer to as „Uncle Kibo‟, a term he
loves dearly, I might add....as more of a scribe than ever before.
This one has been through the wringer, so to speak, and is now dry and pressed to assume
something of his true role. But before all of that is set loose upon the world, a moment if you
please......
Ye ones have been failing to address the true issues at hand. You gather together against a
system that, now, you are aware of as being counterproductive to a healthy society...to be nice
about it. To be quite blunt, these dark and evil ones have done nothing but plot your demise for
several decades running through hundreds of years for some....and more.
You complain about their policies and gather in different cities to protest to the point of outright
rebellion. While WE are pleased that you are beginning to wake up and smell the proverbial
coffee, WE admonish you to put your souls into this endeavor. If you can accomplish that, then
you will collectively realize the mainstay and true foundation of that which you fight...these people,
that consider themselves to be the true power that rules your planet, are against the Will of
SOURCE CREATOR and plot and plan and act to usurp the rule of God Almighty Himself.
If you had the presence of mind, heart and soul, to realize the truth about them and yourselves,
you would all understand that all of your protestations will come to naught unless you are able to
gain the support of something real to push it over the line of absolute success.
By this WE speak of DIVINE WILL.
Divine Will cannot and will not be thwarted. The Creator of All Things Will not see a people go
unanswered, that call out to HIM/HER/IT in good faith and trust, with the understanding that they
seek the fulfillment of Divine Will and are willing to lay down their lives to serve that Will. They will
not be left by the wayside to fall in vain.

Greater love than this no man has, that he give up his life for his friend[s].
That which you call God is your Creator and Creational Father, but HE/SHE/IT is also your very
best friend. GOD can lay Itself on the line for It‟s friends and never need fear losing that Life, for
the Life of GOD is the Life of All Things.
We are waiting patiently for you to gather together in the name of The One That Created You All,
as well as All Things. Is this too much to ask for? While the mighty 1% continue with their plans, in
spite of your efforts, and your brothers and sisters of faith in the greater universe and creation,
fight the good fight on your behalf IN THE NAME OF THE ONE AND THE COUNTENANCE OF
THE ONE, can you, the mightier 99%, muster up the faith that will gain you the full support and
efforts of an endless array and number of Celestial Hosts?
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Where is the desire to live by the golden rule and The Law of One? WE see you struggling to
overcome and change a system of things that cares little, if anything, about you and your actions
and desires. Were it not for our efforts, you would have been put down before such a thing as you
presently experience, had even begun.
Six and a half billion of you are slated for death by their hands. Can you fight them? Can you fight
them with words and chants, slogans and phrases? Can even the common sense of what you are
bringing to light and asking for, mean an iota of anything to those that you charge with having the
responsibility to change for your sakes? Will they change for you? Will they change at all? Will
they change for any reason other than being faced with a force so much greater than themselves
as a whole and even as being more than the sum of their parts?
Even now, they plan to rush headlong into even more war and devastation that will, if all goes as
they plan, will still result in the death of 99% of you. That is what they think of your 99%. You are,
to them, the 99% that they had always planned to kill and destroy for the sake of their „perfect new
world order‟.
Tell me...what force of might, what power, what arms do you have at your disposal? You are
seeking to use this to change the perception of people that have been brainwashed into believing
and supporting the perception that they have been brainwashed into supporting.
more at link
[link to abundanthope.net] ---------------------------------------------------------------------Last Edited by SPUD on 10/19/2011 01:02 PM
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
United States
10/18/2011 01:17 PM
OCCUPY EARTH!
CM: Today, dear ones, WE will use this one, that you lovingly refer to as „Uncle Kibo‟, a term he
loves dearly, I might add....as more of a scribe than ever before.
This one has been through the wringer, so to speak, and is now dry and pressed to assume
something of his true role. But before all of that is set loose upon the world, a moment if you
please......
Ye ones have been failing to address the true issues at hand. You gather together against a
system that, now, you are aware of as being counterproductive to a healthy society...to be nice
about it. To be quite blunt, these dark and evil ones have done nothing but plot your demise for
several decades running through hundreds of years for some....and more.
You complain about their policies and gather in different cities to protest to the point of outright
rebellion. While WE are pleased that you are beginning to wake up and smell the proverbial
coffee, WE admonish you to put your souls into this endeavor. If you can accomplish that, then
you will collectively realize the mainstay and true foundation of that which you fight...these people,
that consider themselves to be the true power that rules your planet, are against the Will of
SOURCE CREATOR and plot and plan and act to usurp the rule of God Almighty Himself.
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If you had the presence of mind, heart and soul, to realize the truth about them and yourselves,
you would all understand that all of your protestations will come to naught unless you are able to
gain the support of something real to push it over the line of absolute success.
By this WE speak of DIVINE WILL.
Divine Will cannot and will not be thwarted. The Creator of All Things Will not see a people that
call out to HIM/HER/IT in good faith and trust, with the understanding that they seek the fulfillment
of Divine Will and are willing to lay down their lives to serve that Will.
Greater love than this no man has, that he give up his life for his friend[s].
That which you call God is your Creator and Creational Father, but HE/SHE/IT is also your very
best friend. GOD can lay Itself on the line for It‟s friends and never need fear losing that Life, for
the Life of GOD is the Life of All Things.
We are waiting patiently for you to gather together in the name of The One That Created You All,
as well as All Things. Is this too much to ask for? While the mighty 1% continue with their plans, in
spite of your efforts, and your brothers and sisters of faith in the greater universe and creation,
fight the good fight on your behalf IN THE NAME OF THE ONE AND THE COUNTENANCE OF
THE ONE, can you, the mightier 99%, muster up the faith that will gain you the full support and
efforts of an endless array and number of Celestial Hosts?
Where is the desire to live by the golden rule and The Law of One? WE see you struggling to
overcome and change a system of things that cares little, if anything, about you and your actions
and desires. Were it not for our efforts, you would have been put down before such a thing as you
presently experience, had even begun.
Six and a half billion of you are slated for death by their hands. Can you fight them? Can you fight
them with words and chants, slogans and phrases? Can even the common sense of what you are
bringing to light and asking for, mean an iota of anything to those that you charge with having the
responsibility to change for your sakes? Will they change for you? Will they change at all? Will
they change for any reason other than being faced with a force so much greater than themselves
as a whole and even as being more than the sum of their parts?
Even now, they plan to rush headlong into even more war and devastation that will, if all goes as
they plan, will still result in the death of 99% of you. That is what they think of your 99%. You are,
to them, the 99% that they had always planned to kill and destroy for the sake of their „perfect new
world order‟.
Tell me...what force of might, what power, what arms do you have at your disposal? You are
seeking to use this to change the perception of people that have been brainwashed into believing
and supporting the perception that they have been brainwashed into supporting.
In the end, it will still be war. War against sovereign nations that don‟t play ball by their rules, such
as Libya and Iran...which will lead into Venezuela, Russia and China...and more. Even some
nations that have played ball and have always played ball, will suffer at the hands of these
Luciferian, Satanic high mucky-mucks.....The real battle...the final battle, is soon to come. It is
coming as WE speak. It IS coming, make no mistake or have any doubt about it, for you all have
made it so.
Where are the masses of free=will, intelligent, ascending beings that wish to serve, forever, the
Will of The One?
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Where are the many that come in answer to GOD‟s Call?
HIS CALL TO ARMS!
HIS CALL TO ACTION!
HIS CALL TO AWARENESS!
HIS CALL TO SERVICE!
HIS CALL TO PRAYERS!
?????????????
GOD WILL NEVER DENY A PEOPLE THAT CALL OUT TO HIM TO BE FREE FROM
DARKNESS AND FEAR!
Perhaps, after all, it is too much for ye ones to insert GOD into such a struggle for human rights
and dignity
BUT IF THE CREATOR OF ALL THINGS
AND I, EVEN I MYSELF
YOUR UNIVERSE FATHER
Are not the Creator[s]
Of those rights and dignities
As well as
Your intelligence
And free=will
If PAPA
Is not
THE SUSTAINER
THE BEHOLDER
THE UPHOLDER
OF WORLDS
AND NATIONS AND PEOPLES AND INDIVIDUALS
SERVANTS AND FRIENDS
Then Who is?
WE ARE HERE
And
We have pushed you
To see for yourselves
And think for yourselves
And feel for yourselves
And give of yourselves
For each other
In solidarity
In unity
And in love and light of devotion
To the DIVNE WITHIN YOU
AS WELL AS
THE DIVINE THAT YOU ARE WITHIN
We admonish you all
To ponder these words
For WE ARE HERE
WE HAVE DONE WHAT WE HAVE DONE
WE DO WHAT WE DO
WE ARE DOING WHAT WE ARE DOING
AND WILL AND SHALL DO
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WHAT WE WILL AND SHALL DO
Whether ye see it or not
Or understand it or not
Or accept it or not
Ye ones have been knocked down
In so many ways
On so many levels
You were on your backs
WE HAVE HELPED YOU
WE HAVE ADMINISTERED TO YOU
WE HAVE LIFTED YOU UP
TO AND BEYOND YOUR KNEES!
SHALL WE CONTINUE TO DO SO
WITHOUT YOUR OWN STRENGTH AND WILL
TO HELP LIFT
AND RAISE
YOURSELF UP?
Now is the time!
There are billions of you!
Collect yourselves!
Reach out to each other!
In your prayers
In your meditations
In your actions
In your light
In your love
In your hopes
In your dreams
In your desires
Each one being
As they are
to do as they do
Within the
SOURCE AND CENTER OF ALL THINGS
Who has made them to be such
WE ADMONISH AND ENCOURAGE YOU ALL
TO BE WHAT YOU ARE
GOD ON EARTH
IN THE EXPERIENCE OF PERCEPTION
MADE MANIFEST IN BEING!
Embrace Your Divinity!
Claim It!
Own It!
Become the Lights You are in Fulfillment!
Become the Love You are in Fulfillment!
One sings!
One writes!
One dances!
One prays!
One meditates!
One protests!
One teaches!
One leads!
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One points a way of many ways!
One rants
One raves
One accepts
One whispers
One moves
One is still
ALL AT THE SAME TIME
EVER CHANGING THEIR ROLES
THEIR INTENTS
THEIR ACTIONS
ALL WITH THE SAME GOAL!
YE ARE MORE THAN THE SUM OF YOUR PARTS!
GOD IS HERE
I AM HERE
I, EVEN I AM, IS HERE
ACT WITH THAT
LET IT ACT WITH YOU
DEMAND IT
ON EVERY LEVEL AND WAY OF BEING
SPIRITUAL MENTAL EMOTIONAL PHYSICAL
POLITICAL FINANCIAL
RELIGIOUS
AND SPIRITUAL
GIVE US PERMISSION
DEMAND IT
LET THE 99% BE IN UNITY
WITH THE ONE THAT IS ALL THINGS!
WE ARE ALL HERE FOR YOU
But so many of you deny the spiritual part of this
We are Waiting
You will do this thing
And get it done
With or without us
As an active, conscious part and awareness
OF DIVINE OVERCONTROL
whether ye ones
are actively and consciously aware of it
or not...
ponder that
and see what you can see
or make of it.......
GOD has made LAW
Humanity‟s Freedom from darkness
And the gainful earning of
eternal and infinite Light and Life
So few of you consider us
As being partners in your struggle
Accept us as your co=creators
As we have accepted you
Make room for us
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That WE may also
=Occupy Earth=

That is enough for now
This one has had a hard and rather enduring night
In order to have earned the right
To give this message.
Consider Our words
The Best Possible Outcome is Promised
But how we all get there
On THIS planet
From here on out
Is up to you.
I AM
Your Master Sovereign Creator of Nebadon
The Universe in which you reside
And Your Universal Father and Friend
SOURCE CREATOR IS FATHER AND FRIEND TO ALL
And so WE are One
In this and in all things
We ask you all
To embrace the unity
That is your true reality.
CHRIST MICHAEL ATON
******************************
Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my
website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste
the mods time by making copyright infringement reports on them. Thankyou.-NIP

[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of it
can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1565663
United States
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10/18/2011 01:24 PM
Anytime someone talks of vibrations,reincarnations, and going back to the "source, is seriously
delusional. Don't listen to the garbage.
Nobody in Particular
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3563021
United States
10/18/2011 01:34 PM

Anytime someone talks of vibrations,reincarnations, and going back to the "source, is seriously
delusional. Don't listen to the garbage.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1565663

You have made the biggest garbage statement of the year.
Andyjax
User ID: 1397230
United States
10/18/2011 01:41 PM
Anytime someone talks of vibrations,reincarnations, and going back to the "source, is seriously
delusional. Don't listen to the garbage.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1565663

You have made the biggest garbage statement of the year.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

i have to second that motion. Nip there is a thread i want to respond to with a piece you put out on
AH a while back with Mohammed. I just want to get your permission to do so.
The thread is "where did islam come from and what does it teach."
Andyjax
User ID: 1529868
United States
10/18/2011 06:44 PM
I have always said to those close to me "No one makes you angry, you allow yourself to get
angry." And still i catch myself when i get angry, i guess that is the road to perfection. Catching
yourself and living by the words you utter.
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Andyjax
User ID: 1529868
United States
10/18/2011 06:49 PM
NIP that last piece by Kibo is the most serious one i have read. I hear every word but there is that
fear that resides within about family and supporting them.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1491711
United States
10/18/2011 06:51 PM
Nobody in Particular
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/18/2011 08:14 PM

Anytime someone talks of vibrations,reincarnations, and going back to the "source, is seriously
delusional. Don't listen to the garbage.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1565663

You have made the biggest garbage statement of the year.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

i have to second that motion. Nip there is a thread i want to respond to with a piece you put out on
AH a while back with Mohammed. I just want to get your permission to do so.
The thread is "where did islam come from and what does it teach."
Quoting: Andyjax

Hi Andy, I have the piece in my christian thread. Thread: christian misunderstandings with correct
teachings (Page 12)
rather than actually posting the channeling directly, I would ask you to simply make an appropriate
statement in to introduce the idea of Mohammed and then provide the above link, which has
Johan' piece and then a link in it back to the one I did back in 2005 or so with him. Let them go
there if interested and watch teh thread and see how that goes. What is the link to the thread, I
think I saw it, or might find it in the search.
Nobody in Particular
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
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User ID: 3582325
United States
10/19/2011 11:51 AM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1491711

well we can easily discern YOUR LEVEL OF CONSCIOUSNESS from this! Considering the thread
its in. WE CARE because earth population is incredibly behind in its evolution and that is because
the people do not understand the God within. I was going to remove this, and then realized it's not
my thread, so it must stand, as the creator of the thread was an AC at the time.
Stefan Parlow
User ID: 1068734
Austria
10/19/2011 11:55 AM
Besides that the "Christ Michael" talks since years nonsense. Who should that poor soul be?
Nobody in Particular
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/19/2011 11:56 AM

I have always said to those close to me "No one makes you angry, you allow yourself to get
angry." And still i catch myself when i get angry, i guess that is the road to perfection. Catching
yourself and living by the words you utter.
Quoting: Andyjax

Andy, you are not supposed to give up anger, it exists at the very top of the creation even. Anger
informs you. It is HOW YOU MANAGE IT that matters. Believe me, CM and Esu can get pretty
pissed at times. But they refrain from blowing up the planet as a solution. Although I can relay that
CM once put that consideration on the table, and decided upon bestowing himself here in instead.
It will not be blown up now, because GAIA herself as moved into 4d consciousness and desires to
enter 5d consciousness, so her body will not be destroyed. Just as ascending man must merge
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with his Father Fragment, to become written into the book of life and thus a real son of God vs a
faith son, GAIA will merge with Michael in her ascension into 5d. Her lessons being a planetary
Mother, are different and her path different from ascending man's path. She is not Father Indwelt.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/19/2011 11:57 AM
Nobody in Particular
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/19/2011 11:59 AM

Besides that the "Christ Michael" talks since years nonsense. Who should that poor soul be?
Quoting: Stefan Parlow

Could you express yourself better, in the question asked, as to what you mean by which poor
soul?
By the way, for you ones reading here today, Kibo made a typing error, left out part of a sentence
and I have made the change, you may wish to review his piece.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
United States
10/19/2011 12:03 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1491711

Who cares?
That's easy.
I DO!!!!
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 1526377
United States
10/19/2011 12:19 PM
CHRIST MICHAEL ATON : FIND YOU OWN BALANCE FIRST, BEING IN YOUR OWN
PICTURE YOURSELF.
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This is CMAton of Nebadon, your Sovereign,
Just before starting his evening meditation, I caught this scribe's attention to take a message
instead.
Alot of water has passed under the bridge the last few earthly days, meetings came and went like
the birds and the bees, decissions have been made to the benefit and Highest purpose of ALL
involved, things start to move in the streets, mother Earth is waking up, yet I see many a Light
worker struggling to keep the oil burning.
Many messages and channelings have been read, yet somehow something is missing.
Your Internet is full of announcements of events happening all over the world, yet something does
not add up.
You know so many things others don't, yet you are in some predicament and don't see the way
out.
You call yourself in the knowing, yet somehow you are waiting, like the end will never come.
Familiar with those feelings, with those statements that I take out of your hearts and minds ???
Let me share something with you my Beloveds : all of the above is about theory, about knowing,
about the mind that does or does not understand.
Yet what is lacking and missing is YOURSELF in the picture.
Now according to your own knowing and thinking : you may have all the understanding, all the
knowledge, all the latest events in the world on your computer screen, BUT YOU ARE NOT IN
THE PICTURE. You are looking, reading from a distance, yet no part of it all. You lack the
experience, the field work, at least that is what you think of your mission. You already know that all
the knowledge in the world will not give you wisdom. Only the applying of knowledge through
practice AND SEEING THE RESULT BY YOUR OWN HANDS, will give you WISDOM.
Otherwise you are guessing, thinking, but not ENJOYING THE EXPERIENCE AND ITS SWEET
OUTCOME.
Now how can you expect me to talk about a sweet outcome, when all the world is in chaos, in
shambles, in upheaval, and with a little bit of common sense, you can see where all of that is
going, what might come next on the list of what some secretly are trying to achieve, hidden in plain
sight, yet understood by very few... See the Occupy Movement as perfect example. You could call
it a necessary evil, something that has to happen, yet funded by the wrong crowd that only feeds
their own agenda, their future plans ...
I have come to tell you, My Beloveds : also that shall pass, since when all stands in flame and
some secretly bring in their games of total oppression, we shall step forward and claim that
momentum by coming forward, explaining our Divine Plans and teaching those still around, and
yes they know, but ignore till the bitter end.
Now let me bring those two together : yourself missing in the picture and the others executing their
plans.
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Being in the knowing, or at least some part of it, yet seeing things going the other way is indeed
not an easy thing to experience. That is what some of you, My Beloved Light Workers and
Starseed are suffering from. One would say Patience, yet even that comes to an end, when
nothing goes the way you expected or envisoned it to go ... Perhaps you forgot you only know a
part of it, one! Two : you have not fully understood what you part and role is in all of it. Three : you
do not have the courage to step up to the plate and proclaim the truth you carry inside. Four : its
all in theory, nothing in practice, so you get bored. Five : you are told to stay away from the action,
not judge, only observe, let it be. Six : you ran out of money since you hoped all of it would be over
by now and you let go of the hard work and putting something aside. Seven : you want me to go
on .... ? Oh I see your hearts, and I see your doubts when your lights are shrinking. Some would
even think to be a failure.
Do you now see why I had to come and talk to you? So you would know that stretching the rope
has never worked too well. It always ran into a weaker spot, that gave way, and was the spot
where the rope eventually sheared and broke. Let me tell you My Children of the Light, you know
in your heart what you know. Nobody has to come and tell you if you are on track or not? If by
now, the meditations and personal talks, YOU PERSONALLY, WITH NOBODY IN BETWEEN,
have not brought you WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW, then get of the medication the doktor
described you, for it only made you fall asleep.
Your Inner and Higher Secure Connection works according to your hunger to know. Now please
stop going outside for help, when all the answers ARE WITHIN. And when you have stopped
accusing others not having told you, or blaming others for the circumstances you are in, AND YOU
TAKE BACK YOUR RESPONSABILITY TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT, then you will achieve
results, then you will understand in full, then your heart and soul will have told you what to do, and
what not to do. You are not asked to change the world, but at least start changing YOUR WORLD
if there is need to, and that you KNOW. Then you will come back PERSONALLY INTO THE
PICTURE, of YOUR WORLD.
To much distractions are leading you astray, and the peace and calmth and answers Inside are
left untouched. THAT IS WHERE YOU ARE EXPECTED TO BE IN THE PICTURE FULLY. Not
where you dont belong, or cannot make a difference in the first place.
Let the others excecute their plans. Do you think we have no oversight over what is going on? I
can assure you : WE DO. Yet, you are where you're suppose to be. Your environment is part of
where you suppose to be, what you agreed to do, and where that could be done to the very best.
Some stand out more then others, some need protection and lay low, YET ALL ARE WHERE
THEY ARE FOR SPECIFIC REASONS, or we would be all means possible have made that clear
to you some time ago. That includes those that struggle with certain things in life, even that is
where you suppose to be. Perhaps late in the game, but whatever looks like a struggle, well
contemplate on it, ask what it is you need to know about that, ask for assistance and do not move
on untill you have found the solution. It is that important.
All is happening now in your life due to decisions and choices made before. Even those choices
made quite some time ago on soul level before you incarnated now. Now the hen comes home to
roost. So accept whatever happens, what you have trouble with, what does not seem to work,
AND REALISE YOU MUST BE IN THE PICTURE YOURSELF to make the necessary changes
and find your solutions, your balance, your answers, you way back to that Inner and Secure
Connection, etc...
Only you being in the picture of your own world, your own situations, your own life, leading you to
your balance, your moments of peace, stillness, nomatter what, will fill in the gaps, will make you
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do the things you enjoy doing, will bring you closest to your souls agreement, and when you see
the world turning upside down and going the opposite way of where you thought it would have
gone by now, it will not matter, since you will be occupied with WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW,
AND WHAT YOU SUPPOSE TO DO, regardless of the chaos outthere.
Life goes on, you have heard people say when they lost somebody near and dear, AND IT DOES,
only when you take responsability, when you step into your own picture and start creating from a
connection with your Inner Self that will always Guide and Inspire you correctly.
Be you own sun, complete yourself, enjoy yourself, do what you know needs to be done, or take
as long as it takes to figure things out, and then look outside. Your balance is most needed now,
and when those questions inside are still lingering, look for answers first. When doubt is still there,
work on getting the assurance you need, when you run around knowing you should change what
you are doing, then make the change or confusion will eat you alive by your mind that thinks one
thing, your heart tells you another and your spirit inspires you differently again. Put your house in
order so all aligns very well, BE IN YOUR OWN PICTURE, and then you will know what to do and
where to be.
That is one of the reasons I advised you to ask yourself : WHAT IS IT I NEED TO KNOW, and
most have received some answers. When in turmoil still, then you need to make changes, look for
answers, find your balance by at least what you think, what you say and what you do to be in
perfect alignment. No tower can stand when foundations, the building and the top are not exactly
fitting ontop of each other.
Some of you are afraid that people will accuse you of not fully participating when dissapearing for
a while, doing your thing, following your Inner and Higher Self and Secure Connection that might
lead you on to some side roads before joining the main highway again. I recommend you : do your
thing until you KNOW all is in alignment again, and that you will know when you are happy and
content and fulfilled to the max. We ask for no hero's to correct the wrongs, since all is part of a
bigger plan, and I come to assure you, the plan works, the players do their thing, and you are
welcome to join, but know what you are about before risking your neck.
Do not compare yourself with others, AS ALL ARE WHERE THEY DESERVE TO BE, OR
SUPPOSE TO BE, IN THE CONDITION THEY NEED TO BE for their own souls evolution and
purpose. Trust in that and you will see no struggles nor painful situations, ONLY
OPPORTUNITIES TO GROW, TO STRENGHTEN YOURSELF, TO LEARN, TO MOVE ON, TO
PROVE WHAT YOU ARE MADE OF. (Candace: NEVER compare yourself with others. CM once
placed in the PJ's, that it is NONE of his business what others think of him! It is only his business
what he thinks of himself, and that is good advice beloveds and it sustains me thru the many
attacks I get on place like GLP and from those around me.)
Get the picture, My Beloved Children of Light? It is partly because of our Secure Connection, that
this all was on the mind of this scribe when he asked me for help and answers, so he could assist
his brothers and sisters at AH, all of you, better still, that I felt the need to come and explain and
help you forward. We are in special times indeed and all is ripening until full fruitition, full maturity,
all is a puzzle that has come to its last pieces, but we can only put those in place since we go by
laws and a bigger understanding that will look like common sense, when you will witness things
from the other side.
We are working hard and diligently to have those last pieces in place the very moment is is
allowed by their own maturity, and that is the way it is, so enjoy yourselves by finding your balance
first, being in your picture yourself and let it be. The steel is about to roll out of the oven, ready for
the new construction. Make sure you have all your tools ready. Salu.
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in Divine Love, Light and Service, Always and in All Ways,
Johan.
******************
[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of it
can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3403693
United States
10/19/2011 12:49 PM
cm,
i have such turmoil over what i am reading on some threads. i have found the church to be
hypocritical and the bible seems to be full of twisted translations not to mention just some peoples
opinions. I know You. I know God. Am i being sinful when i say i don't need the bible or the church
to tell me how You wish for me to act? I love people and enjoy making others happy, or smile, or
just making life a little easier for someone. I love to plant things and being with the great outdoors.
i love watching animals and birds and water flowing over the rocks. I always wish for suffering to
end and that the world can finally live in peace...is that, not what i am suppose to feel? I love to
help others whenever i can...it brings me joy. why do people feel the need to force scipture...when
if i wanted to read the bible i could pick it up myself? i don't feel that it is wrong to go with my heart.
I pray the Creator knows what my intentions are. i was searching for another of your threads and
found this one. Just thought i'd try to reach out.

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1473641

I would say you are spirit filled and have no problem. Christ Michael never started the churches.
Paul did for the most part, although early gatherings were and still are appropriate, for there in is
found great power. There is never a requirement to read anything. Or go to church. You must
follow your heart and God within and it certainly appears you do so! By the way, I read him your
message just now! It was so enjoyed by him.
REach out when in quiet mind and touch him! If you are a Nebadon soul, he is your creator! You
might enjoy the last 1/3 of the Urantia Book about his bestowal here 2000 years ago. :big
flowers::peace on earth:
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Christ Michael Aton doesn't exist and you're a crazy old woman on disability living in a ghetto
Denver trailer park. You watch too much TV, resulting in daydreams that you believe are aliens
channeling through you. Even the other freaks on the Phoenix Journal sites consider you to be
loony.
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I'm surprised your daughter hasn't had you committed recently. Perhaps she's given up on you. No
one could blame her. Most people couldn't imagine what it would be like living with you as a
mother, save for the movie "Carrie".
Nobody in Particular
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/20/2011 06:10 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1473641

Christ Michael Aton doesn't exist and you're a crazy old woman on disability living in a ghetto
Denver trailer park. You watch too much TV, resulting in daydreams that you believe are aliens
channeling through you. Even the other freaks on the Phoenix Journal sites consider you to be
loony.
I'm surprised your daughter hasn't had you committed recently. Perhaps she's given up on you. No
one could blame her. Most people couldn't imagine what it would be like living with you as a
mother, save for the movie "Carrie".
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Mods, its OK if you leave the above post, even though it was reported as abusive. It provides
opportunity and I am not offended by it, although I realize those that love my organization are not
happy with this stuff that circulates about me. -NIP

well, now would you like the TRUTH?? He does exist, and I have been on his craft and he has
also overflown my house. He is the main author of the PJ's in fact, as Hatonn, and Aton, and is RA
of the RA stuff, and is the author also of the 365 lessons of the Course in Miracles and so on and
so forth. He was the one who was jesus 2000 years ago and many people watched his craft down
low for 10 months in 2005.
Also several members on my global team know him personally also. It is not just me. Plus there is
the Urantia BOOK which introduces him in some detail, and the teaching Mission. There are many
others who work with him, NOT on my team.
I assume you either are or know Michael Newell or have copied information by him and his
controllers on this site. No matter which, you are passing on false rumors.
I am on disability, well earned and justified for my MS, and serious arthritis and other issues. I live
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in a medium income Mobile home park. It is not a slum. I watch almost no tv, never have. And
certainly I am not watching too much TV now, otherwise I would have no time to run a global
organization, maintain my website and forum and spend heaven only knows how many hours
working here.
The current phoenix Journal sites don't have a clue and if you mean 4winds and bellringer in that
one, he is the one that offered me a CIA Council of the NOT SO Light job back in November 2005
which I did not accept. I was promised every comfort for doing so. If I had I wouldn't still be living in
my mobile home park.
I never saw Carrie so I don't know what you are talking about.
My daughter never committed me ever, per other rumors you or somebody else put out. I have
never had a hospitalization for mental illness in any way shape for form.
I have had hospitalizations for cervical fusion, lumbar fusion, carpel tunnel on both wrists, C
sections to deliver my children, other lower back surgeries, a rupture appendix, a hysterectomy,
another to remove my orvaries, and so on and so forth. I have had around 2 dozen surguries and
never a single hospitalization for any sort of mental disorder.
I did under go counseling to help me come to a decision to divorce. It had nothing to do with
mental status. I spent years using an electric wheelchair, but I did not require it in the house. I
spent long periods using forearm crutches also.
I just enjoyed a wondrous phone call with my daughters husband and I am sorry but you are just
full of shit on that one. My daughter and I have enjoyed a long and productive relationship, and got
along well over her formative years. The person with a mental problem is you.
I have experienced many challenges in this life and have not once even come close to "loosing" it

in anyway. I am the tough old bird type.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/20/2011 06:22 PM
Christopher
User ID: 3196918
United States
10/20/2011 06:54 PM
cm,
i have such turmoil over what i am reading on some threads. i have found the church to be
hypocritical and the bible seems to be full of twisted translations not to mention just some peoples
opinions. I know You. I know God. Am i being sinful when i say i don't need the bible or the church
to tell me how You wish for me to act? I love people and enjoy making others happy, or smile, or
just making life a little easier for someone. I love to plant things and being with the great outdoors.
i love watching animals and birds and water flowing over the rocks. I always wish for suffering to
end and that the world can finally live in peace...is that, not what i am suppose to feel? I love to
help others whenever i can...it brings me joy. why do people feel the need to force scipture...when
if i wanted to read the bible i could pick it up myself? i don't feel that it is wrong to go with my heart.
I pray the Creator knows what my intentions are. i was searching for another of your threads and
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found this one. Just thought i'd try to reach out.

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1473641

Follow your heart truth always sets you free. LOVE spread and i am not saying physically hehehe!!
GOD BLESS you and yours.....CWC
Andyjax
User ID: 1529868
United States
10/20/2011 07:17 PM
I have always said to those close to me "No one makes you angry, you allow yourself to get
angry." And still i catch myself when i get angry, i guess that is the road to perfection. Catching
yourself and living by the words you utter.
Quoting: Andyjax

Andy, you are not supposed to give up anger, it exists at the very top of the creation even. Anger
informs you. It is HOW YOU MANAGE IT that matters. Believe me, CM and Esu can get pretty
pissed at times. But they refrain from blowing up the planet as a solution. Although I can relay that
CM once put that consideration on the table, and decided upon bestowing himself here in instead.
It will not be blown up now, because GAIA herself as moved into 4d consciousness and desires to
enter 5d consciousness, so her body will not be destroyed. Just as ascending man must merge
with his Father Fragment, to become written into the book of life and thus a real son of God vs a
faith son, GAIA will merge with Michael in her ascension into 5d. Her lessons being a planetary
Mother, are different and her path different from ascending man's path. She is not Father Indwelt.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thank you for the reply Candace and for the lesson. just started reading wisdom of the rays and
there is so much to wake up to. Just so much distraction that its hard to focus but i have set my
desire to get in contact with Creator Source within so my life can be lived in balance no matter how
hard things get but i tell you what it is difficult. DeZee i love your posts and i read them as you
create them. That goes for you too NIP.
Nobody in Particular
the Age of Confusion is Fully Manifest.
User ID: 3582325
United States
10/20/2011 07:20 PM
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I have always said to those close to me "No one makes you angry, you allow yourself to get
angry." And still i catch myself when i get angry, i guess that is the road to perfection. Catching
yourself and living by the words you utter.
Quoting: Andyjax

Andy, you are not supposed to give up anger, it exists at the very top of the creation even. Anger
informs you. It is HOW YOU MANAGE IT that matters. Believe me, CM and Esu can get pretty
pissed at times. But they refrain from blowing up the planet as a solution. Although I can relay that
CM once put that consideration on the table, and decided upon bestowing himself here in instead.
It will not be blown up now, because GAIA herself as moved into 4d consciousness and desires to
enter 5d consciousness, so her body will not be destroyed. Just as ascending man must merge
with his Father Fragment, to become written into the book of life and thus a real son of God vs a
faith son, GAIA will merge with Michael in her ascension into 5d. Her lessons being a planetary
Mother, are different and her path different from ascending man's path. She is not Father Indwelt.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thank you for the reply Candace and for the lesson. just started reading wisdom of the rays and
there is so much to wake up to. Just so much distraction that its hard to focus but i have set my
desire to get in contact with Creator Source within so my life can be lived in balance no matter how
hard things get but i tell you what it is difficult. DeZee i love your posts and i read them as you
create them. That goes for you too NIP.
Quoting: Andyjax

enjoy those because they are easy to read and relate too, which is one reason I suggest them.
reasonably up to date, except that the organization fell apart in 2003, spectrum news.
I had a long telephone chat with Ed YOung a few years ago, a whole evening in fact and we got
along well and he gifted me with the two printed collections of the older material. He is one of the
various telepaths in those pieces.
I think these are a wondrous way to become acquainted in a comfortable way with the new
revelations that were presented as promised for the end of this age.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 10/20/2011 07:22 PM
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